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Honors Program Continues to Grow at AASU
Eight Things Students
Can Do ToPrepare For
Semester Conversion

By Mark Finlay
Are you looking for more
from your college education?
For new challenges? For more
of an edge in your career? If so,
you should look into the Hon
ors Program at AASU. The pro
gram offers opportunities in and
out of the classroom designed to
reward students of high aca
demic ability and motivation.
Now in its second year, over
fifty students are involved.
In its first year, the Honors
Program sponsored luncheons
with faculty speakers, field trips
in Savannah and beyond, events
at professors homes, and even an
intramural volleyball team. The
program will c ontinue to grow
in the upcoming year, beginning
with an orientation session for
interested students held on Sep
tember 15th. AASU honors stu
dents will also participate in
conferences with other honors
students from around the region
and the nation, and we're plan
ning to create an Honors Pro
gram lounge, giving students an
opportunity to s tudy, relax, and
gather away from the more
crowded parts of campus.
The program begins with
special sections of courses
within the Core Curriculum.
—.v,.o sslU
uCma complete
tulUF.v
Honors
tudents
the~
Honors in the Core requirement
by c ompleting successfully
three of the following: HIS 192
Honors Civilization II, ENG 192
Honors Composition, ENG 292
Honors Literature, MAT 206
Calculus I or MAT 207 Calculus
A, and PSY 191 Honors General
Psychology. Honors students

by Vennittah Mumelo

David Bowman, Tricia Kinney and Shelley Tarver tour Okeefenokee Swamp with the Honors Program

must also complete the Honors
in the Major component, which
varies by department. The re
quirements may include aspecific
course, a research project, paper,
or performance.
The Program is open to both
entering students with a strong
high school record, and to AASU
students who have performed well
in their college-level work. Specifically, entering students may
apply to the Honors Program if
they score both 1100 on the SAT
and graduate with a 3.2 in their
high school class. Students scor
ing 3 or better on each of three
Advanced Placement examina
tions of the College Board will
also be encouraged to apply.
Continuing students may apply

to enter the Honors Program if
they have at least a 3.2 overall
GPA and are either enrolled in
or have completed an honors
course. Honors courses in the
core are open to all students who
meet the published prerequi
sites.
Students will Graduate
with Honors by completing the
Honors in the Core component,
the Honors in the Major compo-

host luncheons and other so
cial events each quarter de
signed to help participants
plan their program of study,
to allow participants to meet
faculty teaching Honors
classes, to recognize out
standing student achieve
ments, and to plan group par
ticipation in social and cul
tural activities. One benefit
is especially attractive: honors
students are able to preregisnent, and gra uate wit a .
GPA The achievement will be ter for classes one week early.
noted in student's graduation
regalia, on the diploma, and in For more information, please
the college transcript. Honors contact Mark Finlay in the His
Program graduates will also re
tory Department, Gamble 202C,
ceive one of the traditional Latin
(912)921-5642 or send a message to:
honors.
The Honors Program will markJuilay@mailgate.annstivng.edu

During a recent interview
with Greg Anderson, Director
of Academic Orientation and
Achievement, I learned very
many useful things that a stu
dent can do to prepare them
selves for semester conversion.
Most of you may be well aware
that in the Fall of 1998 all in
stitutions in the University
System of Georgia, with the
exception of Georgia Tech,
will be converting from the
quarter system to the semester
system.
What is the difference be
tween a semester and a quarter?
A Semester term is 15 weeks
long while a Quarter term is 10
weeks long. Therefore, there
will be two semesters per aca
demic year, as opposed to three
quarters, making a total of 30
weeks of school per academic
year. What does this mean?
How will this change affect
students academically?
The key to a successful
transition will be to seek proper
advisement and to carefully
plan ahead. The eight key
things that Mr. Anderson ad
vises each student to do are :
i.) Complete course sequences
that you have already begun.
continued on page 6
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President's Welcome ^Good-bye Princess Di
•SH1'

Welcome to the beginning
of a new academic year at Arm strong Atlantic State University.
This year is special in that
change is in the air everywhere.
We will open our newest class
room building for classes in t he
winter quarter and a new park
ing lot is under construction
across the street from this build
ing we named University Hall.
This will begin a topsy turvy pe
riod of moves which will con
tinue as we begin construction
of a 115,000 sq. ft. Science
Building in 1998. The Board of
Regents approved the $28 mil AASU President Robert Burnett
lion for this building and for 'he
renovation of the old science
achieved and the new freshman
buildings, Hawes and Solms.
There is much more change index, which considers your
than mere bricks and mortar. In high school GPA, must be at
deed, more important is the dra least 1940. Please help others,
matic change to the semester friends and younger brothers
system and to a new curriculum and sisters to be prepared for this
for the university beginning in dramatic change. We anticipate
August 1998 with our first fall that the number of traditional
semester. The university has a students admitted to the limited
plan to make this transition for admissions category will be re
students as easy as possible. You duced from 30 percent to 10
must help us implement this plan percent as developmental stud
effectively by meeting with an ies is downsized by University
advisor this year to assure you System of Georgia institutions.
do not lose academic credits If you need more information on
during this transition.
these admission standards,
More change yet- the new please call 927-5277 or 1-800admission standards. Those of 633-2349.
you currently enrolled have
There is some continuity in
made it. But each year these new all this change. On Thursday,
University System of Georgia October 9, we will hold the sec
admission requirements for tra ond annual Celebrate AASU
ditional students will be gradu Day. Yes, there will be free
ally increased until they are AASU T-shirts. In addition to
firmly in place in 2001. Then for games, booths, and food, you
regular admission, all 18 CPC will be able to tour University
units must be completed before Hall, meet your local politicians,
you are admitted. A minimum and experience some surprises.
Verbal SAT of 460 or ACT of 20 Prepare to celebrate your univer
and a minimum Math SAT of sity in one of its most exciting
460 or ACT of 19 must be years of growth and development.

A guest editorial
by J. Dion Couch

I am not a paparazzi or even
a professional photo-journalist I
do however take photos and get
paid for it by the Inkwell and/or
Student Photographic Services.
In that regard there have been
times when I have had to make
a judgement call as to whether
or not I should take a photo
graph A couple of years ago I
was covering an Armstrong
State College basketball game in
the old Pirate's Den. One of our
star players went up for a slam
dunk and was undercut, crashed
to the floor and did not move.
As he lay there on the floor I sat
with my camera and tried to de
cide if I should take a photo of
him lying there in pain or not. I
didn't know what his injury con
sisted of but the thought of, what
if he doesn't get up?, crossed my
mind. What does it accomplish
if I take the photo and the Ink
well publishes it and this player
never plays again - or worse.
My conscience decided for me,
and for good or bad I didn't take
the photo.
I have taken photos though,
that might be considered tabloid
journalism. I recently took pho
tos of a student being arrested
by Campus Public Safety. Soon
after that I photographed a traf
fic accident at the AASU inter
section on Abercorn which in
volved a student. Whether I was
right or wrong in taking these
photos for our school paper is
debatable. I felt the photos
would be of interest to the stu
dent body of AASU and to the
readers of the Inkwell.
Unfortunately there is an
element of society that does not
think of any consequences,

moral or even fatal, when it
comes to taking photographs of
celebrities. I understand that
paparazzi have to make a living
and that if we the public didn't
buy the papers that the photos
were printed in, there wouldn't
be a problem. Since the public
has an insatiable appetite for all
that is celebrity, then paparazzi
will do all that is necessary to
get their photographs, including
trespassing, blocking their pas-

Letters may be sent to the Inkwl
at the following postal address or
e-mail. All letters must be signed
but we will withhold names upon
sage, staging incidents to get a
request No libelous material please

reaction that will make their
photograph more appealing to
publishers, etc. At press time it
is still unclear as to the details
that took Princess Diana's life.
The mixed messages sent out
through all the media this week
were equally muddy"Good"
press pointing their fingers at
"bad" press, Princess Di's
brother criticizing media and the
Royal Family, even actor
George Clooney singling out the
publisher of the National
Enquirer all had valid points for
the public to consider.
While we can rejoice in our
right to free press we need to
decide: at what point does "our"
freeness infringe on the rights of
those we desire to see photos of?
I remember watching the
Royal Wedding of Prince
Charles and Princess Diana and
all the joyous ceremony that
went along with it. As Princess
Diana immersed herself into her
royal duties and became such a
positive role model and influ
ence, you couldn't help but ad
mire her.
Watching her funeral
brought on entirely different
emotions. I can only hope that
in the future a better relationship
can be forged between paparazzi
and celebrities that can let

EARNING F OR LIFE

JZ

FA CILITATO RS NEEDED

RE AD O N'

LEARNING FOR LIFE is a grade specific, age-appropriate curriculum developed by

the Boy Scouts of America and educators from across the nation.
• It is designed to increase selfestecm. build character and strengthen values
a The objective of this program is to provide students with the skills to resist

substance abuse

WHO WILL BE PARTICIPATING?
onfmc'to'thestf yotm^ s^ldtmis
involved.

ready to deS^smdl amount

Design and Savannah State University have already been

people live a life without hiding
behind sunglasses and floppy
hats. If you were dying right
now would you find comfort that
there were ten people snapping
photographs of you to sell to the
highest bidder? Diana deserved
better.

For more information
or to volunteer your
services, contact
Heather Whitley in the
Division of Student
Affairs 921-5439
or Craig Acros at the
Boy Scouts 927-7272

Rrmstrong Htlantic
State Uniuersity
1 1 9 3 5 H b e r c o r n S t r ee t
S a u a n n a h , GH 3 1 4 1 9

(912)927-5351
FRH 9 21-5497

e-mail:inkwell@
mailgate.armstrong.edu
BJ English
editor
Dauid Bowman
Sports Editor
Staff Writers
J Dion Couch
Radha Narayanan
flnslee UJIIIett
Contributing Writers
are welcome to
s u b m i t m a t e r i a l or to
join t he Inkwell staff
Photos by
J Dion Couch
BJ English
Rl Harris
aduisor
The Inkwell is published and dis
tributed bi-weekly, five times dur
ing the Fall, Winter and Spring
Quarters on alternate Wednesdays
Copies are available in distribution
boxes throughout the campus
can be subscribed to by mail f< "
$24 a year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters
and comments for improvement
provided that they are clearly writ
ten or typed. All letters submitted
for publication must be signed and
a phone number should be pro
vided for verification purposes
Names will be withheld upon re
quest.
The Inkwell welcomes publi'
announcements, press releases
etc. Such information will be pub
lished free of charge at the discre
tion of the editorial staff.
The comments and opinion'
expressed in this publication done
necessarily express the opinions
anyone other than the person whe
has written them and are not to b'
taken as a reflection upon the
views of the faculty, administri
tors, the University System
Georgia or the Board of Regen ts
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stay up
all night
with
organic
chemistry
not "banking#
I

f you've got better things to do at night than wrestle with

toll-free telephone banking lines are just a phone call away.You

your checking account, the College Account from Wachovia

can get your balance or find out if a check cleared with our

is for you. We make it easy, with free checking and a

Wachovia Check Card, for free transactions at any
Wachovia ATM. Your card is a lso accepted anywhere
they take Visa"-so you can pay for everything from
pizza to car repairs right from your checking
account, but with credit card convenience. And when
you need help balancing your checkbook, Wachovias

,

"I!

1-bUU-WACMUVIA (hSUU-7ZZ-<tbO^> xo redcn

a real Wachovia banker anytime, 24 hours a
day. Plus, you may qualify for special student
overdraft protection, credit card and savings
accounts. It's easy! (At this point in your life,
shouldn't something be?)

WACHOVIA
Wachovia Bank ,s a member FDIC, Accounts sub|ect to approval. Credit cards are issued by
Wachovia Bank Card Services. Delaware.
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Sticks and Stones: The Art of Being Different
became covered in gum. NeedI could understand how she hurt us with sticks, stones, words
The following is a poenn
less tto
say,
we
were
all
punished
might
feel.
I
hated
it
when
or
disapproving
looks,
because
might
want to clip out and !o
u oaj, nw vvuwaiipuiuauwu
i i i i g m i wi . * n n w —
....
ions,
but
we
people
inquired
of
me:
"Are
you
we
are
not
who
they
think
we
at
when
you are feeling_ than
"Sticks and stones may severely for our actions,
bore
our
sen
tences
with
the
pride
still
going
to
school?",
and
then
should
be.
only
one
who appreciates;
break my bones but words will
of
underground
rebels,
fighting
cleverly
continued
with
the
Sometimes
though,
our
difdifferences
is you
never hurt me," said the six year
old as she stuck out her tongue to free the world from Lag fear- same weary line, "What are you ferences cause us to become too
March to your own
at an older sibling who'd made ing freaks who were too igno- planning to do, get a degree in defensive. We wrap ourselves in
different drummer,
fun of her spindly legs.
rant to let go of their unfounded every subject they offer? Hee, them and use them as a shield to
As children, we say and do fears and see the light of reality, hee, hee." - As if I hadn't heard ward off intruders who don't
Look to your own
hurtful things to others, often
shining star,
In reality, hurtful words and that line a hundred times before, understand what it's like to be
feeling we have the right to do actions leave deeper wounds
Perhaps such comments in our shoes, or like my old
Dance to your own
so. After all, the people we than many of us suspect. Who weren't meant to hurt, but they friend Sticky Ricky, and perhaps
happy music,
make fun of and mimic, have knows what harm we did to did. I've always felt guilty for myself, we use our differences
Know just how special
brought it upon themselves for Ricky's psyche/Perhaps we did returning to school and doing as an excuse for not doing the
you are.
being different, right?
him a favor, and made him a what I love, instead of working things we are capable of doing,
Follow the path
As adults we understand stronger person, perhaps we at a job I hate. I had tried to get if only we dared try.
you have chosen,
that some differences can't be only encouraged future cow a "real" job after graduating a
When I finally came across
Dream till your dream
helped. Some people just aren't ardly behavior. Who knows why second time from college, but to my friend and apologized for
has come true,
as intelligent, attractive or out we treated Ricky the way we no avail, and after being
rejected hurting her feelings, she was
op.-j
Climb to the top
going as other people are, and did. As for me, I know that I felt from over 50 job applications, very defensive, "I know I talk
of your mountain...
for the most part we respect this. special for being part of the "In" from rape crisis counsellor to too much, and I'm proud of it. I
Keep on believing inyoi
But what about the obviously crowd, instead of the outsider waitress and toy store demon- like the way I a m, I don't care
By E. Cunninghar,
different: people like Michael always being teased.
strator, I felt I was a failure, what other people think", she
Jackson, who dress like toy sol
Certainly there are those School was the only place I fit stated with her back turned and
Don't be afraid to be dif:
diers, or religious zealots who odd individuals who seem to beg in, and I found myself arguing hurt in her voice,
ent. Don't be afraid to reachfj
debase us for not giving money to be teased for their uniqueness, that as long as I was getting
"I just wanted you to know the top of your mountain, eveto them, and then get caught us
There are also those who are too something out of life, and put- that we didn't mean anything by it s eems like those you mr a
ing that money to buy a new car
sensitive for their own good, ting something back in, I should it. We were just acting silly and the way up are more focused
or have sex with a hooker?
y read th'ngs into a conver- not have to defend my differ- not thinking about what we were stepping on your fingers a'
These people are easy targets for
sation that aren't there, and ences to anyone.
doing," I said as I went back to
watching you fall, than reach:
cruel words. Many actually feel
imagine that others are talking
A friend of mine, who was the office, knowing that it might
it is their obligation to attack
afoul them behindtheir backs! fuud of i^dtog te
Z"ZSXZESS
others with words or actions, and
°
an ,o bemg kTwTy™3"<X
make them see how ridiculous 2h,S,f hTrr"""' "'J"""8 Sin8'e pasl a8e 40- deokmg for a fight. Chances are cided to secretly join a dating ser- different. Technically speaking, it people to tell you If vou a re
they look when they stray from
tortu,
the accepted norm.
a,
wo
ds
that
weren
,
mean,
to comments. Whde filhug out the is somethmg you already are. go a, you?own pace. You'll,
I remember once joining my
Forinstance theotherdav ^Itcanon form, she checked te There is no an to throwing sticks mom on, of life that wav. and,
brother and his friends in trying
wir
nominate. The and stones or making fun of o<he, YOUR life. Don't try to live in,
to teach a cruel lesson in nor
mality to a boy known thereaf in the Student Activities Officf seem^ T'Th §her apphcadon people's differences. Recognizing way others dictate, and don't :
f »hy ™
ter as Sticky Ricky.
when two female coworkers
? T t,^
Naming afntid to stand in defen se of.
It seems that Ricky was a bit walked by ™Theh way"
I"" T
for doing so... now, ers like yon Kind wotdsnevet.
1
J , Y °5°urclientsdnnk socially that takes some practice.
hurt anyone
of a sissy, a real no-no in our elevator flnp nf fh!
elevator. One of the young at least" the woman informed her
nun anyone.
neighborhood. Ricky was
women pointed at my friend "I'll just put you down as a social
deathly afraid of insects, and no through the glass window while drinker..."
matter how hard we tried to con
moving her thumb and fingers
My friend just sat there
vince him that he was being ir
u,TVerfal: "he stunned "II was as if I not only
rational, he wouldn't listen. So, tafks inn1"
being
we decided to spin a web of sin InlkJ t, l'UCu Symb°l He had to defend myself
0n Saturday, October 4th, purchase an autographed cop
ister cunning that would trap prise poked3!iTfirt<^r^ ^ s!ngJe' ^ut also for not drinking
Ricky in his own paranoia.
chest' and colL v
I ? ' she mused-"It's pretty from 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. of her book, Savannah Seas#
e" pe°ple can'1 accePl that
™ WeaVer in City Market for someone special (like you:|
We saved our allowance for "MeV LookZhn\ V qU,»eA
mdowntown Savannah will be self!).
Me.
Look
who
stalking!"
At
you
are
different,
and
try
to
make
,
•
weeks to purchase as many
this point her friend who was you think that you have done hosting an herb festival.
Other
sessions
on
grown
packs of gooey pink chewing
8
he ,aned ?ig' somMhi"8 wr°"8 b°aux y°°
Children's activities will be- and using herbs will be offere
gum as we could afford, then sat g ™g a s M l ^
ld
e- The giggling not like the majority ."
,
,
^
gin
at
11:00 A.M. and end at 2:00 later in the day. You can eve
chewing it with great relish,
turned to laughter on our part,
Evervnnp want* »
u
RM.
with
a dance loft perfor- learn to make your own herb:
while a lookout kept Ricky away
and loo late, we realized that the unique enough to be noticed vet mance, drawing, coloring, face soaps, and free samples will b
from his front porch door.
With the dexterity of con young woman we were teasing similar enough m m to wlih a painting and other fun activities, available while they last.
Adults can attend various
Don't forget to buy son<
struction engineers, we set about Hon f 11°FenSe,a' 'he Si,ua- 8™P
sham somShto^in
sessions
throughout
the
day.
At
living
herbs for your kitche:
•
ater
went
upstairs
to
common
with.
Finding
a
hannv
stringing the gum in weblike
9:00
A.M.
there
will
be
class
on
garden
while
you are there Ove
between different and
fashion across the frame of the toil 'we'TOre??,"°' h'hCr kT raedium
how
to
make
Potpoum
and bath 60 varieties of herb beddinf
door, then went in search of a so much TL ih 8
n0nMl is °ften a lormentuous
blends. The class is free, but for plants will be available for yo«
grandaddy long legs to place She w« aTriS
T PM °f gr°Win8 "P' and ca" re"
$1 an ounce, you can take home to choose from, like chocolatf
Pe
a
d
,
in
a
down Ricky's white unsuspect wa?he^tobre,S, T ° ' ™
irritation
your own mixture of dried herbs oregano and pineapple mint.
ing back (Ricky didn't like be make to ™
,
° °,hars and lhrouSh lhe «st of our lives,
a"d eS,Se"t'al ol1' These make
In case of rain, the event will
make hem feel at ease, bu, apIt's okay
to be different as
ing out in the sunshine either). parently
y
we hid ctrnnt<
mnerent as great
great holid
holiday gifts for friends be moved indoors. There willtx
The trick worked like a unharmonic chord w
longasyouaren'thurtingsomeand family!
entertainment, music food and
charm. As Ricky came scream
tasting table, so be sure to cofflf
ing onto the porch, he hit the
he th'"gS ^
Peth
Terry
of Elizabeth
r
cm
iTon
^ out and enjoy the festival It's
have told her was a flaw We had weZT7 u'
on 37th
gum like a fly in a spider's web
made her fee. difle^^ ^ yte 0"k^ t^ ^ ST"r™ fW &
The more he flailed, the more he
WC
rest of us, and it had hurt.
keeD bu^n
k
°n C°°king with free' Wha< could be better thar
keep, but no one has the right to herbs. You might even want to that! See ya there!!!
By BJ English

aTwoTS^

is

not something ^ £ome%

Fall Herb Festival to bt
held at Dream Weavei

VU
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Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.
And don't worry about the time or the distance.
Choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T One Rate. Free. You'll
f r e e

from
AT&T

also get a free one-year membership to Student Advantage - the largest
student discount program ever.
• AT&T One Rate: only 15^ a minute on calls from home—to anybody,
anytime, anywhere in the U.S.
• Student Advantage: use your-card to get special offers and up to 50% off
every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national
sponsors—like Kinko's," Tower Records and Amtrak.

G e t AT&T On e R ate
an d a S tu dent Ad van ta ge me mbers hip. FREE.

Call 1-800-878-3872
o r

v i s i t

w w w . a t t . c o m / c o l l e g e / n p . h t m l

I t ' s

a l l

w i t h i n

y o u r

r e a c h

AT&T
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Good Samaritan Reports Stolen
Car on Campus: Woman's Free
Ride Get's Repossessed!
By BJ English
In a world where few
people care about help
ing others if it means in
conveniencing them
selves, it's nice to know
a few good Samaritans
still exist.
When AASU stu
dent Trish Ferro pulled
into the front of the cam
pus during a school day
last July, she noticed a
speeding car going north
in front of the adminis
tration building.
Ferro stated that the driver
of the maroon car ran through a
stop sign almost hitting a plant
operations worker. At this point
she became concerned and
checked to see if the campus
police had noticed. She said she
spotted an officer, but that he
was out of his car, and too far
away to catch up, so she decided
to follow the maroon car at a safe
distance and see what the driver
would do.
"The car went through an
other stop sign at Arts Drive and
then pulled into the parking lot
near Victor Hall and started
weaving in and out of lanes,"
said Ferro. "I met up with him
at the intersection by the PT
building."
Ferro said the driver then
took a right and drove past the
old gym, kicking up stones and
weaving in and out of rows of
parked cars in the back parking
lot. The car then pulled into a
row, parked near a gold colored
Honda and got out of his car.
At this point, Ferro parked
her car and watched to see what
the man would do. ""He got into
the Honda and moved it next to
his, then jumped between both
cars, left the maroon car behind
and drove the Honda away."
At this point, Ferro took
down the license plate number
of the car and reported the theft
to AASU Police, who immedi
ately suspected a repossession,
due to the speed at which the
man got into the car and drove
away.
The man's tag was traced
and it was discovered that he had
indeed repossessed the car, but
at that point, the story takes a
more unusual twist.

Trish Ferro

It seems the man had pur
chased the car for his female
companion to drive back and
forth to school. However, the
female in question had used the
car to go out of town with an
other male companion. While
details of this trip were not made
public, one can assume that the
purchaser of the car was none
too happy with the situation and
decided to take the car back and
allow the woman to find other
means of transport.
Chief Lyons commended
Trish Ferro for following up on
her suspicions that the driver of
the car was up to no good, and
while no charges were filed
against him, had the driver run
into another person or car on
campus, Ferro might have been
the only one to identify him.
Lyons also said that Ferro
did the right thing, by keeping
at a safe distance and not ap
proaching or confronting the
man, but noting the details of
the situation, getting a tag num
ber, and reporting her suspicions
in a timely manner.
Lyons said he wished more
students were that conscientious
and noted that Ferro saved them
from having to do a lot of paper
work and tying up both their
time and the Savannah Police
department's time in investigat
ing the situation. For every hour
that police officers are tied up
on investigations and filling out
reports, they are prevented from
being out on the streets where
they are most needed.
Thanks to the quick think
ing of Ferro, a mystery on cam
pus was more easily brought to
an end. Congratulations on a job
well done!

Semester Conversion Continued
from page I
,

,

.

,

.

•

(NAPS)—Although many coun-

particularly in the natural sci- tries jn the world are free there
ences and foreign languages.
may be no country in which freeii.) Be sure the registrar's office dom of the press is as enjoyable as
has your correct mailing ad- it is in the United States.
'
In the U.S., for example, jourdress; you will be mailed a lot nalists stake their reputation on
of important information this the stories they put their names to.
As a result, they check the facts
fall.
iii.) Be sure your university they get from their sources to
make certain they are as accurate
records have you listed in the
as possible.
correct major or pre-major, If
But in other modern democra
you have been intending to cies it's not unusual for newspa
Journalists in the U.S. check
change your major but "haven't pers to print stories based on
gotten around to it," change it hearsay or gossip. According to their facts so they can report the
Prof. Kenichi Asano, professor of news as accurately as possible. '
now.
journalism at Doshisha University,
iv.) Repeat courses you have Japanese weekly magazines on anti-establishment reporting
been intending to repeat before resemble our tabloid publications Unlike them, however, the Japan
ese media have tended to suppor>
we convert to semesters. Some more than respected news jour rather than counterbalance, bifida
nals. Ordinary private citizens are
semester courses will replace often victimized by the press. One authority. Police leaks arc thl
grades earned in quarter courses publisher, Bungei Shunju, recently unattributed source for many ne»;
printed a story that claimed there stories; there is a symbiosis r>
but some will not.
which the police feed the medi:
v.) Remember that semester con were no Nazi gas chambers during
information and suggest angles tha
World War II.
version may affect each indi
In contrast to the U.S., Japan help create a public mood favorir;
vidual student differently; what has no effective system of libel the prosecution.
>
The solution must come from tt
is true for your sister, roommate, laws to offer legal remedy to those
or friend may not be true for you. victimized by the press. Libel suits journalists themselves. Press com
can drag on for as many as ten cils, whose revival is being dis
vi.) Read all the mail you receive years and awards in the range of cussed in the U.S., or an ombui5
form AASU thoroughly.
$2,000 are typical. Publications man system are possible remedy
vii.) Seek assistance from your whose staple is scandal treat such Peer review and comment is esse'
advisor throughout the school penalties as mere operating tial to maintain an independe:
expenses quickly recouped by press. It may be time for the worP
year. Don't wait until advise increased sales.
press to turn its investigative atta
ment to ask questions.
The Western media prides itself tion to Japan's troubled media.
viii.) Remember that with se
mesters the rules have changed, mean staying in school longer will receive training on adviseand the curriculum has changed, than you planned.
ment and individual student re
Courses that your friend , room
If students are curious as to quirements under the semester
mate, or cousin took at Arm how the change from quarters to system. This change will be an
strong in the past may not ap semesters will affect their after exciting time for both the stu
ply toward your degree. Seek school jobs, there really isn't a dents and faculty of Armstrong
Advice and counsel from your big difference because they will Atlantic State University so it is
academic advisor or another fac still be in school for 12-15 hours important that we all get the
ulty member. Thev are von he.st per week (full time student); tak right information to make this
resource.
ing five 3 credit courses per transition very successful. Re
It is important for everyone quarter, as opposed to the norm member every faculty member
to know that some quarter under quarters, three 5 credit is an advisor and vice-versa, and
courses will cease to exist un courses. So if your have been they will be your best resource
der the semester system, there working 20 hours per week un in deciding your Transition Pro
fore your opportunity to redeem der quarters you will still be able
gram of Study which must be
poor grades earned under the to work the same amount of
completed before mid Spring
quarter system may be lost; you hours while devoting the same
1998. Please also note that you
will have to live with the poor amount of time to studies.
will not be allowed to register
grades earned under the quarter
Mr. Anderson advises all for fall 1998 without complet;
system. However, most of the students to choose the semester
ing vou Transition Program ol
core curriculum will be easily system unless they are very
Study with vou advisor. You
interchangeable.
close to graduation, because that will also receive a semester con
You may now be wondering way each student will be guar
version handbook after mid term
how this change will affect your anteed that the semester courses
this fall to help answer any ques
GPAand hours earned. In the fall they have to take to graduate will
tions you might have. In addi
of 1998, bach student's quarter exist. If one chooses to gradu
tion there will be various discus
credits hours, as well as GPA, ate under the quarter catalog,
sion panels during the quarter to
will be converted to semester one's semester credit will have
elaborate on this changes. Ac
credit hours and GPA. Should to be converted to quarter credit.
commodation Tor night and
your quarter credit hours result
This will mostly apply to gradu weekend students will also be
into fractions of an hour under ating seniors.
made. Please look for the
the semester system, the hours
discusion
panel dates which will
earned for that class will be
The good news about all this is be posted in the Inkwell, through
rounded up so that you don't end
that, the Vice President and flyers and by word of mouth
up loosing hours.
Dean of Faculty, Dr. Frank But
If you change you major
ler decided that the theme for the
under the semester system you
annual fall faculty workshop
will have to meet the require
will be SEMESTER CONVER
ments for you new major under
SION. All faculty are required
the semester catalog. This might
to attend this workshop. They
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1998. The lifelong learning tax credi
is phased out over the same income FISCAL 1998 APPROPRIATIONS
As of the start of the congresranges as the HOPE tax credit,
sional recess on August 1, 7 of the
Student Loan Interest Deduction: 13 appropriations bills had passed
Phases in a tax deduction for interest both houses of Congress. Although
TAX PROVISIONS
paid on student loans. The maximum none have gone to conference or been
The landmark Taxpayer Relief deduction will be $1,000 in 1998, signed by President Clinton, most, if
Act of 1997 (H.R. 2014) will help $1,500 in 1999, $2,000 in 2000, and not all, will likely be completed be 
students and families as they save for $2,500 in 2001 and thereafter. The fore the start of the new fiscal year
By Kevin M. Lynch and the
college, pay tuition bills, and repay deduction will be available for inter- on October 1.
American Council on Education
student loans. There is no precedent est paid in the first 60 months on any
for such sweeping use of the tax code loan taken by a student to pay col- MAJOR STUDENT AID PROGRAMS
Total funding for major student
Now that the fight is over, and late investment in our people for the to help families pay for higher edu- lege expenses. Because this is a so
cation.
called "above the line" deduction, aid programs for fiscal 1998 has not
the dust has settled, its time to figure Information Age."
Negotiators had to agree on pro- taxpayers will be able to claim the yet been finalized. The House pro
out: what does this balanced budget
Under the agreement, education
agreement actually mean to you? programs are slated for growth over visions contained in tax plans that had benefit regardless of whether they posed $ 12.4 billion, the Senate $11.9
Whether you are a student, faculty, the next five years, while most other been working their way through the itemize or claim a standard deduc- billion, and the President's budgetreor staff member, this balanced bud federal spending will decline to bring House Ways and Means and Senate tion. The deduction is phased out for quest was $12.6 billion. These pro
get agreement will affect you! After the budget into balance. The tax Finance Committees and a new tax single taxpayers with AGI between grams received $8.6 billion in fiscal
all, this agreement allows for a $ 40 package provides $40 billion over
.package released by Clinton in early $40,000 and $55,000 ($60,000 to year 1997 and $11.6 billion in 19 96.
billion dollar tax break for those "in five years in education tax breaks.
Both the Senate and House Ap
July that was a modified version of $75,000 for joint returns).
volved" in higher education.
Among the many tax provisions his earlier proposal. The new packpropriations Subcommittees on La
During his past summer, the assisting students and families in sav- age aimed to gain the support of con Section 127 (Employer-Paid Tu bor, Health and Human Services, and
Graduate Student Coordinating ing and paying for college are: a gressional leaders while maintaining ition): Extends for three years (until Education have passed their appro
Council (GSCC) has been taking an modified version of the President's many of the administration's priori- May 31,2000) the tax break of up to priations bills. Both measures are
active role insuring that our federal Hope Scholarship tax credit proposal; ties. It included a number of provi- $5,250 annually for employer pro scheduled for floor action in the first
elective legislatures understand how a tax credit for upperclassmen and sions that were proposed by Demo- vided educational assistance for un weeks of September.
students, in particular, feel on issues graduate students; a $2,500 student crats during debate on the House and dergraduate courses only, not for
being debated in the now balanced loan interest deduction; penalty-free Senate bills but rejected by Republi graduate courses.
Pell Grants
budget agreement. The GSCC based withdrawal from IRAs for college cans, and it incorporated provisions
The House's Recommendation: The
their lobbying efforts on the "1997 expenses and new Education IRAs; favored by the higher education com Education Savings Plans: Allows House Labor-HHS-Education Ap
Federal Legislative Platform" that expansion of state prepaid tuition munity that appeared in one or the penalty-free withdrawals from IRAs
propriations Subcommittee approved
was ap proved by g raduate students plans to cover room and board; and other congressional bill, including for undergraduate and graduate edu
a bill on July 15 that provides a $15
in Spring quarter 1997.
loan foigiveness for community ser permanent extension of the tax ex cation, beginning January 1, 1998. billion increase, from $5.9 billion in
Because the GSCC does not vice.
emption for employer-provided edu As a result, the same tax rules will 1997 to $7.4 billion in 1998, for the
claim to understand all the ramifica
The tax agreement kills a House cational assistance, and reinstatement apply whether an individual takes program to raise the maximum award
tions of the provisions in the budget provision that would have phased out of the student loan interest deduction.
funds from an IRA for retirement or by $300 to $3,000 and to allowbroad
deal, we looked for a good simple the tax exemption for faculty/staff
Both the Senate bill and the to pay college expenses.
ened eligibility for independent stu
explanation of what happened. The and graduate assistant tuition remis president's proposal omitted provi
dents without dependents and work
GSCC found adocument prepared by sion, but it fails to permanently ex sions contained in the House bill that
Also establishes "Education IRAs" ing dependent students.
the American Council on Education tend the exemption for employer would tax tuition assistance provided
that
can be funded with annual, non The Senate's Recommendation: The
that summarizes the education-re provided educational assistance, or to to college faculty and staff and their
deductible contributions of up to Senate Labor-HHS-Education Ap
lated provisions in the balanced bud exempt employer-approved
families, phase out tuition waivers for
get agreement, including the tax assistance to graduate students. In graduate students, and eliminate the $500 per child. Contributions to propriations Subcommittee would
package, entitlement spending, and addition, negotiators repealed the tax non-profit status of TIAA-CREF, the these accounts can be made begin raise the maximum award to $3,000,
easy to understand details on appro exempt status of the Teachers Insur principal retirement program for ning January 1, 1998. The earnings but provided no money for expanded
priations for higher education. It ance and Annuity Association-Col higher education employees. The on these accounts are tax-free if the eligibility.
funds are used to pay college ex The President 's Budget Request: \ •
does appear to be a little partisan. lege Retirement Equities Fund.
precise impact of this provision is not penses. The $500 annual contribu
However, I believe it's an excellent
$1.7 billion increase to $7.6 billion.
While the agreement
sets over- yet
known,
O
J
" l but
— HAA
« » ' has
1 U O said
J U 1 U IitI will
will
tool to better understand what this all spending limits, appropriations for explore every option to minimize the tion limit for Education IRAs is Clinton also proposed raising the in
means to all of us. Thanks to the most programs have not yet been fi- negative consequences on partici- phased out for contributors with AGI come cap from $3,000 to $9,000 to
between $95,000 and $110,000 for allow for expanded eligibility for in- !
American Council on Education for nalized. Funding for student aid pro- pants,
single taxpayers ($150,000 and dependent students without depen
providing this comprehensive discus grams such as Pell Grants, Federal
$160,000 for joint returns).
sion of the current status of f ederal Work-Study, TRIO, and Supplemen
dents.
Following is the final agree
support for higher education. I hope tal Edu cational Opportunity Grants,
ments of education-related proposals: Prepaid Tuition Final Agreement:
that you will find this useful.
Supplemental Educational Opportu
and for the National Institutes of
Expands state prepaid tuition plans nity Grants (SEOG) House:
Health and the National Science Estimated Cost of Education Tax
to include room and board expenses. The House's Recommendation: The
Prepared by the American Coun Foundation, will be finalized when
Breaks: $40 billion over five years;
cil on Education
Labor-HHS-Education Appropria- ,
Congress resumes in September. $71.6 billion over 10 years.
August 8, 1997
Loan Forgiveness for Community tions Subcommittee would level fund
However, it appears certain that the
Service: Permits the tax-free treat
The budget agreement ham Pell Grant program will see a $300
HOPE Scholarship and Lifelong ment of student loans forgiven by SEOG at last year's level of $583
mered out by congressional negotia increase in its maximum grant to
million.
tors and signed by President Clinton $3,000, the largest single year in Learning Tax Credits: Allows a tax nonprofit organizations, such as col
The Senate's Recommendation:
credit
of
up
to
$
1,500
that
will
cover
August 5 is being touted as "the first crease in the history of the program,
leges and universities, for work in
The Senate Labor-HHS-Education
nonpartisan balanced budget in a gen and that both NSF and NIH will ben- 100 percent of the first $1,000 in tu public service jobs. This provision
Appropriations Subcommittee would
ition, and 50 percent of the second
eration,' and "the largest investment
provide $634 million for the proin higher education since the G.I. f u n d i n g 1 " —
^
gram-$51 million more than it re
Bill. The agreement promises to
The following summarizes edu- for classes starting on o r after Janu'
m '"l ^ 'ff ^ c°ntingent rePay- ceived in 1997.
balance the federal budget by 2002,
cation-related provisions in the bal- ary 1, 1998. Students will have to be D.Vp t
f r th^ough the Ford The President's Budget Request:
provide $95 billion in net tax cuts
anced budget agreement, including enrolled at least half-tTme to be eS
^
Same as House.
over five years, and increase domes
the
tax
package
and
entitlement
gible.
The
credit
is
phased
out
for
TIAA-CREF:
tic spending for a few priority items,
the tax ex- Federal Work-Study (FWS)
spending, and provides details on single taxpayer with adjusted empt status of theRepeals
T^actemTnV™
including higher education.
appropriations for higher education income (AGI) between $40 nm ANH A
icacners insurance The House !s Recommendation: The
In announcing the agreement, programs as of August 1.
A""''ity Association-College Retireswoootso.M.ut^.axifo^u, m EquitiesF
.ecS' Labor-HHS-Education Appropria
which cuts spending by $270 billion
Fund (TIAA-CREF).
tions Subcommittee would provide
over the next five years, President ENTITLEMENT SPENDING
a $30 million increase for workClinton said, "We have putAmerica's
study, from $830 million in 1997 to
fiscal house in order.... Above all, we
$860
million in 1998, $3 million
have invested in education,
0utsta nd,ng ta*-exempt bonds for
1
America's most important priority." programs must be cut by $ 1.8 billion to 20 percent of the°first $5 000 flam!
more than the president's budget re
quest.
Department of Education Secretary
ye^3afierThe HOPE taVcSt l
Richard W. Ri ley described the plan
The Senate's Recommendation: The
as "smart tax policy and smart edu
Senate Labor-HHS-Education Ap
T
ition
Waive
^ "
«/Section 117(d)cation policy for the 21st century. stealflavmgs^e^xpLred'fromre- bLTundraSe'and^
propriations would level fund the pro
31 131 5 the current law tax-free
Just as we used the tax code to stimu calling $1 billion of the $2.5 billion education, as well as education f^ " " f tUit n remission
gram at $830 million.
°
'°
«*nlate investment in factories and •n res erve funds now kept by gu ar- acquire or improvetb sWfis It k
gIVe" t0 emPloyees of colleges The President's Budget Request:
equipment during the Industrial Age, amy agencies, reducing by $604 mil- available for tuition and feeS naid
$857 million.
3"d.Un,verfies and to graduate
we will now use the tax code to stimu- hon the funds provided to guarantors less grants and scholarships
classes starting on or after January 1, changes^1N°
continued on top of next page

The Impact of the
Balanced Budget
Agreement on
Higher Education

and other agencies that administer
student loan programs, and eliminating the $10 per loan fee to institutions participating in the direct loan
program.

I
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Continued from page 8
National Endowments for the Arts
stimuPerkins Loan Capital Contri (NEA) and Humanities (NEH)
butions.
The House's Recommendation: The

KJo^S
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AASU ROTC Graduates Commisioned

The House's Recommendation: The
Labor-HHS-Education Appropria
tions Subcommittee would reduce the
federal contribution to the Perkins
Loan program by $23 million, from
$158 million in 1997 to $ 135 m
illion
in 1998.
The Senate's Recommendation: The
Senate Labor-HHS-Education Ap
propriations Subcommittee would
level fund the program at $158 mil
lion.
The President's Budget Request:
Same as Senate.

House Appropriations Subcommittee
on the Interior and Related Agencies
would strip funding for NEA but level
fund NEH at last year's level of $ 110
million.
The Senate's Recommendation: The
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee
on the Interior and Related Agencies
approved a spending bill on July 18
that would increase NEAs appropria
tion by $566,000, to $100 million,
and raise NEH funding by $700,000,
to $110.7 million.
The President's Budget Request:
NEA: $138 million; NEH: $136
State Student Incentive Grants million.

(SSIG)

The House's Recommendation: The
Labor-HHS-Education Appropria
tions Subcommittee would eliminate
the program, which received $50
million in fiscal 1997.
The Senate's Recommendation:
Same as House.
The President's Budget Request:
Same as House.

TRIO
The House's Recommendation: The
Labor-HHS-Education Appropria
tions Subcommittee would increase
funding for TRIO by $32 million,
from $500 million in 1997 to $532
million in 1998, $7 million more than
the president's budget request.
The Senate's Recommendation: $525
million.
The President's Budget Request:
Same as Senate.

National Institutes of Health (NIH)
The House's Recommendation: The
House Labor-HHS-Education Ap
propriations Subcommittee approved
a 6 percent increase in the NIH bud
get, from $12.7 billion in 1997 to
$13.5 billion in 1998. The increase
is larger than the president's budget
request but falls short of the 9 per
cent increase the agency indicated it
needs for new research and to keep
up with inflation.
The Senate's Recommendation: The
Senate Labor-HHS-Education Ap
propriations Subcommittee voted to
provide NIH with a 7.5 percent in
crease in funding to $13.7 billion-$l
billion more than the House, $950
million more than in 1997, and $620
million more than President Clinton
sought.
The President's Budget Request: $13
billion.

Scholarship and Fellowship Pro
National Science Foundation
grams
The House's Recommendation: The (NSF)
The House's Recommendation: The
full House on July 16 approved an
increase in research funds to $3.48
billion, up from $3.27 billion.
The Senate's Recommendation: The
full Senate on July 22 approved the
Veterans Affairs, Housing and Urban
Development, and Independent
Agencies appropriations bill, which
provides a 3.8 percent increase in
funding for NSF. from $3.27 billion
in 1997 to $3.37 billion in 1998.
OTHER APPROPRIATIONS The President's Budget Request:
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION $3.38 billion.
House Labor-HHS-Education Ap
propriations Committee would pro
vide $59.1 million for these pro
grams, which include Byrd Scholar
ships, Javits Fellowships, and Gradu
ate Assistance in Areas of National
Need, the same amount as last year.
The Senate's Recommendation:
$69.3 million.
The President's Budget Request:
Same as Senate.

PROGRAMS
The full House has passed H.R.
2107, the appropriations bill for the
Department of the Interior and Re
lated Agencies. This bill provides
funding for the National Institutes for
Health, National Science Foundation,
and National Endowments for the
Arts and Humanities. The Senate
Appropriations Committee reported
out it's bill July 22, but the full Sen
ate will not take it up until Congress
returns from the August recess.

AmeriCorps
The House's Recommendation: The
House Appropriations Committee
would have level funded the program
at $402.5 million, but during floor
action on July 15, the House voted to
cut AmeriCorps funding in half for
1998 to provide additional money for
research on medical treatment for
veterans.
The Senate's Recommendation:
$423.5 million.
The President's Budget Request:
$546.5 million.

The students from left to right are, Ca-Asia Lane- Robinson ( Military Police),
Corey Horn ( Quartermaster), Eric Heffner (Aviation), Aaron Gould (Quarter
master), Patrick Cobb (Air Defense) and Tracy Emick ( Nurse).
On June 12th, 1997 Arm
strong Atlantic State Univer
sity Army Reserve Officers
Training (ROTC) program
commissioned six cadets who
also received their bachelors
degree at graduation later that
day. These newly commis

sioned officers were commis
sioned in branches ranging
from the Adjutant General's
Corps to Transportation
Corps. While in ROTC the
cadets received numerous
awards like Cadet of the year,
Reserve Officers Association,

But Seriously, Folks!!

So there it is! I hope you found it to
be helpful. As always, if you don't
let your voice be heard, you can't
complain. If you don't like what you
see, or if you love what you see, let
your Federal Legislators know about
it. You have several options:
1. Call the TOLL FREE Student Aid
Hotline at 1(800) 574-4AID. This
number connects you directly to the
Congressional Switchboard.
2. E-mail Constituent E-mail Ser
vices:
House Members: chttp://
www.hcuse.gov/writerep/>
Senate Members: <http://
www.senate.gov/senator/
membmail.htm>
3. Write an good old fashioned letter.
If you have any questions, please
contact the GSCC at 927-5271, or
e-mail at:
GSCC@maiIgate.armstrong.edu

The Graduate Office: from top left Dr. Emma Simon,
LydiaMoreton, Lisa Ragsdale and Nell Scott, are located in
the administration building. If you are thinking about going
to Graduate School at AASU, drop by their office to learn
about the different programs offered and plan in advance.

Army of the United States
Military History and Veterans
of Foreign Wars award, to
name a few. One cadet in par
ticular Corey Horn is the
schools first recipient of the
Scottish American Military
Society (SAM'S) Dirk award.

ROTC Scholarships
Available. Classes count
as PE electives for nonmilitary students with
no obligation to join!!
The Reserve Officer Train
ing Corps offers a wide range
of programs and scholarships to
students and veterans. There are
four, three and two year schol
arships. The scholarships pay
for all classes, books, miscella
neous supplies and students get
$150 a month stipend. Even if a
student has no interest in join
ing the Army the classes count
as electives. One class for ex
ample, mountaineering Mil 121
offered in the spring, counts as
PE credit and the students have
no military obligation whatso
ever. The ROTC program helps
students to build leader ship
skills needed for management
positions, develops communi
cation skills and builds self es
teem and confidence.
The ROTC offices are lo
cated in the Aquatics and Recre
ation Center behind Lane Library.
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A New School Year Already: APCA/LEAD Conference Held At AASU
Make It One To Remember! By
Radha
Narayanan

By Radha Narayanan
Have y'all had fun during
summer vacation? You prob
ably went shopping or saw ev
ery possible movie that came
out. At one point, you probably
looked at the calendar and real
ized that it is already September.
It seems like yesterday summer
quarter ended, yet it is already
fall quarter. Time sure does fly
by fast. I guess if you didn't at
tend summer school, you had
more fun this summer. I only had
about 4 weeks of vacation from
school, so it's little wonder the
days passed by so quickly.
Well, here comes fall quar
ter whether you are ready or not.
The 1997-1998 academic year is
the last year in the quarter sys
tem. Armstrong will be switch
ing to the semester system be
ginning in the Fall of 1998,
something some of us aren't sure
whether to look forward to or to
dread. Change is always a bit
scary to begin with, but in time,
and with some effort, the change
can be good,
Just think, you are starting
a new school year and have reg
istered for classes. Soon, you get
to meet your professors and may
start to like your classes. You

get involved with activities on
campus. There are many student
organizations ranging J :om ones
based on your major to leader
ship roles, and the list goes on.
There is so much you can
do. You can get involved with
the community. You can attend
campus sponsored events
throughout the year. You can
workout at the gym. You can
start an e-mail account, or check
your current e-mail to see if any
one contacted you over the
school break.
You can surf the internet at
the computer center or in the li
brary. You can check out the free
hours of t he gym, pool and ten
nis courts, go to a faculty lec
ture, join a club, see a school
play, even act in it! You can en
joy all sorts of free fun, food and
games at Celebrate AASU, leain
a new language, meet people
from other parts of the world,
and join in discussions about
things that concern you on the
campus and in the community.
There are so many things to do
on campus, that the hardest thing
you'll have to decide is which of
them you want to do first. It cer
tainly sounds like the new school
year is going to be a lot of fun.

Armstrong
had a big con
ference held on
Campus this
past August 1517 called the
APCA/LEAD
Conference. Its
purpose was to
help students
become more
effective leaders
and team-play
ers when they
go back to their
campus organi
APCA participants prepare for the LEAD Challenge Course at AASU
zations. Over
240 students from 40 colleges things to do such as the chal- together if stereotypes areelimi
and universities around the na- lenge course, and a game show. nated and people are more opec
tions attended the conference. Many prizes were given minded to new ideas and a pThere were students from sur throughout the conference and proaches. Overall, I believetha
rounding areas as well as those also at the game show on Au the conference achieved its pur
pose [to make better studer
from far away- like Texas and gust 16th.
I believe that the conference leaders].
New York.
The letters APCA stand j:
Many interesting topics was a great success. I learned a
were covered such as self-moti lot at the conference about how the Association for the Prom
vation, leader's window, person to become a better leader. I had tion of Campus Activities. LM
ality type, diversity, cultural im the opportunity to meet students stands for Leadership, Educe
printing, team building, positive from other colleges, and I agree tion And Development. Applic:
thinking, and the list goes on... with many of the ideas pre- tions for Leadership positio'
There were 3 keynote speakers sented, including the ones about on campus are available in f
and many educational sessions. diversity. I support the idea that Student Activities Office on It
In addition, there were many fun people can get along and come first floor of the MCC Builder,•

Featuring 18 Pool Tables, 3 Dart B oards,
Snooker & Full Bar +Deli!
B38lL5!Sf£S3E
13051 Abercorn Street • Savannah, Ga., 31419

F r e e H a l f - H o u r o f P o ol u i i t h
Lunch P u r c h a s e M o n d a y - S a t u r d a y !
11:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m. Monday - Thursday
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. Friday - Saturday
1:00 p.m. - midnight on Sunday
Tuesday Night i s College Night!
Discount Pool and
$ 1 . 0 0 D r a f t s With Uali d S t u d e n t I.D.
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AASU Brittish Studies Returns to London!!
From the Office of
Nontraditionai Learning
Jaffa C akes, afternoon tea,
and (of course) fish & chips. The
view from the Greenwich Ob
servatory—and from the library
balcony at Westminster Abbey.
Jet-lagging with Judith on the
trail of Jack the Ripper; sharing
a downpour with Molly in
Dickens' London;and sitting
with Anne Murray in the tall
grass of Hampstead Heath, min
gling with the ghosts of Con
stable and Keats. After a twoyear hiatus, the Armstrong At
lantic British Studies Program in
London made a successful re
turn this summer—and several of
us have the snapshots, souve
nirs, and rusted-out umbrellas to
prove it.
Each weekday morning, af
ter "toast" (as we came to de
scribe our modest breakfast), we
retired to our classroom—a com
fortable, softly-lit lounge that
opened onto the back garden of
the Atlas Hotel. There, Dr. Roger
Warlick ignited lively discus
sions about British culture, Dr.
Keith Connelly spoke excitedly
of the plays we were about to
see, and Dr. Nordquist wistfully
recalled the last few centuries of
the literature of London.
After lunch, we grabbed our
subway passes and umbrellas
and headed for the streets of
London—our true classroom. In
just the first few days, we toured
our own neighborhood of
Kensington, with its Palace and
Gardens, Leighton House,
Holland Park (mind the pea
cocks!), the cathedral-like Natu
ral History Museum, and the
inexhaustible Victoria &
Albert. We spent one day that

^,,

Left to devise weekend itin
eraries on our own, the various
members of the British Studies
Program traveled widely and
well: Caroline Pace and Karey
Burgstiner to Ireland; Ramona
Harmon to Wales; Beth Montis
to Paris and Amsterdam; Dr.
Nordquist to the English mid
lands; the Warlicks to Roches
ter and to Leeds Castle; and
Grace Robbins, Shelley Caroll,
Andrea Jones, and Libby Vinson
to the farthest reaches of Scot
land.
Nonetheless, most of our
time this summer was spent in
London; indeed, most of our
journeys were within Zone 1 of
the London Transport map. Af
ter stepping out of the tube sta
tion by Big Ben and the Houses
of Parliament one Monday af
ternoon, we spent several hours
touring Westminster Abbey
Andrea Jones, Shelley Caroll, and Grace Robbins search for Loch Ness Monster in Scotland
(from our bird's eye view in the
library, we could just make out
the sliver of glass dedicated to
first week at the British Mu
Oscar Wilde in Poets' Cornerseum—the manuscript saloon,
and we could hear the almost ce
the Rosetta Stone, the Elgin
lestial sounds of the boys' choir).
Marbles, the Mindenhall Trea
The next afternoon was
sure, the Portland Vase—in the
spent at the Museum of London
company of a million howling
and the following day at the
school children. And in the
Tower of London (20 towers,
evening we headed for the el
to be exact, and yes, the wings
egant Haymarket Theatre to
of the ravens are clipped to keep
enjoy Oscar Wilde's Lady
them inside the grounds, and the
Windermere's Fan.
queue at the Jewel House is a
We saw several other plays
miracle of crowd-management).
during our five weeks in Lon
And there was truly so much
don: a haunting, expressionistic
more. The still medieval world
version of J. B. Priestley's An Inof the Inns of Court (where one
Stonehenge looms mysteriously on an overcast horizon
spector Calls at the Garrick;
of us came dangerously close to
Shakespeare's All's Well That
putting her knee through a price
Ends Well at the Regents' Park South Bank; David Hare's picted in the play Art at
less
Chippendale chair), the Na
Open Air Theatre (a blessedly touching and troubling Amy's Wyndham's.
tional
Gallery, the Cabinet
In addition, we enjoyed a
rainless night under the stars, View at the National Theatre;
War Rooms and the Imperial
and,
during
our
last
week,
the
backstage
tour
of
the
National
with coffee and lager to keep us
War Museum, the Museum of
warm) and A Winter's Tale at the flat-out funny and sometimes Theatre (seeing the set of Guys
the
Moving Image and the
reconstructed Globe on the painful view of friendship de and Dolls was enough to spur
London
Transport Museum.
many of us to attend an evening
And
the adventures we
performance of this notable
sought
out
on our own—in Rich
imBritish musical) and took a
journey by coach to Shake mond, at the London Zoo, in
speare's birthplace, Stratford- Covent Garden, in Soho and
Leicester Square, at Camden
on Avon.
Town
and Piccadilly Circus, in
Indeed, we visited a number
the
parks
(Hyde, Green, St.
of historic sites outside of Lon
don, including Windsor Castle James) and the churches (St.
and Greenwich (by means of a Martin-in-the-Fields, St.
delightful boat ride along the Bartholomew-the Great) and
Thames), home to the Queen's the pubs (best of all, perhaps, the
House, the Old Royal Obser friendly little bar downstairs in
the Atlas Hotel).
vatory, and the National Mari
Out of our travels, we've all
time Museum. We all know
gained new knowledge and fresh
now that in 1894 an anarchist
perspectives borne out of expe
blew himself up while trying to
riences (often intensely felt) that
destroy the observatory- and that
we won't easily forget. Again, in
Joseph Conrad used the bizarre
the words of T.S. Eliot in Little
incident as the seed for his novel
The Secret Agent. But some of Gidding:

The Impressive London Bridge spans across the River Thames on a cloudy Brittish day

us still haven't quite recovered
from that long, winding walk up
the hill to verify the accuracy of
Greenwich Mean Time. Nor
have we recovered from the

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
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Photos and Story by
J. Dion Couch
This has not been your usual
summer for Savannah con
certs. The past few years very
few major rock concerts have
made their way here. If you
take away Armstrong
Atlantic's own, Rock Me Pro
ductions, which has produced
Cracker, 112, Brother Cane,
All-4-One and the annual
Bandemonium, and SCAD
which brought us Dave
Matthews, the Wallflowers
and the upcoming Blues Trav
elers concert, there haven't
been too many. In fact, with
out the two college produc
tions the only concerts in the
past two years have been:
White Zombie, ZZ Top,

The line stretched to MLK blvd before the
Tonic and Verve Pipe concert.

Lead vocalist Brian Vander Ark of The Verve Pipe basks in the
glow of their top 10 single "The Freshman".

Student Government Association
Senator, Jim Hall, worked the
R.O.A.R. Tour second stage....

...while Jim's alter ego
"Skippy" searched for the
nearest mosh pit.

Widespread Panic (twice),
Melissa Etheridge and maybe,
just maybe, a couple more.
Compared to Charleston, a
town of comparable size and
population, that is very, very,
lame.

house! The Roundhouse is a
semi-covered outdoor venue
surrounded by old brick rail
road buildings and several
railroad cars and engines. By
day it doesn't look like much
of a concert site, but when it
gets dark and the music starts
Live Oak Concerts is attempt it takes a whole new life of its'
ing to change all of that. They own.
have been producing concerts
at, of all places, a site that is Some of the shows that they
registered with the National have produced include:
Society of Historic Places, the Willie Nelson, Foghat,
Historic Railroad Round Charlie Daniels, 38 Special]

concert featuri-

'-HQ©!? ^ffl0ffiG8®QQ
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Future concerts are still in the
planning stages. One that is
sure to be of interest is a Hal
loween costume ball featur
ing Drill and local favorite
Gam. Eighties pop diva Tay
lor Dayne will also be appeal 
ing in Savannah soon. This
winter Live Oak is planning
at least two major concerts
indoors at the Savannah Civic
Center.
Darryl Hall (Hall & Oates)

gets a leg up on his fan(s)

SURF'S UP! This fan seems to be enjoying herself at the. Verve Pipe concert.
the R.O.A.R. Tour which fea
tured Sponge, the Nixons,
Reverend Horton Heat, the
Bloodhound Gang, etc, a spe
cial $1.02 concert with Joan
Jett, Drivin N Cryin, Jupiter
Coyote, Cheap Trick, Hall &
Oates, and the most success
ful show to date - The Verve
Pipe with special guests
Tonic!
The Roundhouse events have
successfully bridged the gap
between full blown large con
certs such as Civic Center
concerts and club shows
(which generally don't allow
people under 18 years of age
in). It also gives people in
Savannah a live music option
that isn't on River Street or in
City Market but in different
historic part of town.

Verve Pipe bassist Brad Vander Ark (back to camera)
and guitarist A. J. Dunning keep the moshers moshing.

The Nixons headline this
R.O.A.R. tour stop.

Rick Nielson of Cheap
Trick brought fans of his
own.

VOGUE! Vinnie Dombrowski of Sponge strikes a pose.

AASU has been represented
very well at these shows.
Several students from Arm
strong worked during the
R.O.A.R.Tour and several
more students, faculty and
staff have benefited from the
complimentary tickets pro
vided by Live Oak for Inkwell
giveaways and other promo
tional considerations.

Students, Faculty, & Staff! The Inkwell gives away at least four
pair of tickets to EVERY Live Oak event! If you don't read the
Inkwell you can't win. Stay tuned for future giveaways!

The band Subrosa hangs out with Z102 DJ's Tripp West,
Kelley, and Tommy at the WZAT rail car during
R.O.A.R.(ed. note - they were For Squirrels when they
played at AASU last June)

September 18,1997
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The Coastal Georgia
Center presents The
People's Law School Series
This series of two hour
workshops is designed to help
the general public become
more knowledgeable in the
different areas of law. The se
ries is cosponsored with the
Georgia Civil Justice Founda
tion. The series consists of
seven sessions to be held on
Monday evenings from 6:30
to 8:30 P.M. at the Downtown
Conference Center behind the
Savannah Visitor's Center
parking lot off MLK Blvd.
The cost is $10 per indi
vidual session, or $40 for all
7 sessions. The first session
begins Monday September
22, entitled, An Alternative
to the Court Room. On Mon
day September 29, the session
will cover Filing a Small
Claims Action on your own;
Monday, October 6 - How do
I collect my child support;
October 13- What if I can't
pay my bills; October 20- I
Want to Open a new busi
ness, should I incorporate?;
October 27- Juvenile Delin
quency; and Monday, No
vember 3- The Criminal Jus
tice System: What Are My
Rights.
For more information
about attending any or all of
these sessions, contact The
Coastal Georgia Center for
Continuing Education at 6512767.

The Philosophical
Debate of AASU
Meetings for Fall 1997
Sept. 24, October 8 and 22,
November 5,19th.
All meetings are held at 8:30
P.M. in Gable Hall, Room
106. There is no fee to join.
The Philosophical Debate is
Free to students and faculty,
and guests, and provides an
informal atmosphere for the
discussion of philosophical
issues. The group publishes a
bimonthly newsletter "The
Philosopher's Stone" and
welcomes submissions of 250
words or less for publication.
See Dr. Erik Nordenhaug
(921-7322) Dept. of Lang,
and Lit. or Student President,
Tiffanie Rogers 1 -888-9649543 (punch in y our number
at beep) for more information.

Pick up a Free
Student Calendar
and Handbook The Students
Illustrated
at Student Activities
Want to keep up with what's
going on at AASU? Pick up
your copy of the student calen
dar and Students Illustrated
from the Student Activities Of
fice in the MCC (Memorial
College Center- aka: Cafeteria).
The calendars contain impor
tant dates such as midterm, ad
visement and advance registra
tion, and list dates for sports
events and entertainment. The
Handbook tells you everything
you'd want to know about park
ing regulations, student rights,
policies, etc., and contains a tele
phone directory of all students
currently enrolled at AASU.

The Bookstore is pleased to
announce the arrival of an
assortment ofAASU jewelery
prepared by JO Pollack.
Charms with the School Seal or
Pirate Mascot are available in
sterling silver and gold filled
ranging in price from $12.25 to
$24.75. Also available is asharp
looking brass Business Card
holder with the School Seal for
$11.75
Scholarship Money
The Miss Savannah Scholarship
Pageant will be held Saturday,
October 18. Over $3,000 in
scholarship money will be
awarded to the winner and runners-up. Deadline for entry is
Sept. 21st. For more info call
352-9280.

Writers Wanted for
the 1997-98 School
Year. Pay based on
quality of writing
and adherence to
schedules. Call 9275351. Must be attending

November Workshop
on Grief and the Holi
days to be presented by AASU to qualify.
Hospice of Savannah at Advertising sales: One
AASU's Ashmore Hall or two dedicated AASU
E.B. Twitmeyer Society of the students wanted to con
Social and Behavioral Sciences tact advertisers and lay
will offer a workshop presented out advertisements.
by the staff of Hospice Savan Part-time hours/Com
nah entitled "Grief and the Holi mission only. Possible
days." The workshop is directed to earn $300 or more
to individuals who may have had
each month.
a significant loss is their per
sonal lives, and how they may Call
want to prepare for the renewed 927grief during the upcoming holi 5351.
day season. This workshop Serious
would be a wonderful experi
inquiries |
ence, for example, for social sci
ence students, health profession only.
students, and educators. This
workshop is free and all are en
couraged attend. Ashmore Hall
Auditorium, November 10th,
7pm. Facilitated by Stewart
Hughes, M. Div, Cer tified Be
reavement Counselor and
Archie Seabrooks, M. Div., Hos
pice Savannah Chaplain.

Blues Traveler
Concert Ticket
Giveaway!
Win a pair of tickets to the November 13th concert at
the Savannah Civic Center, sponsored by SCAD.
One entry per person-defy this & we trash it!
Leave entry at Student Activities.
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Drawing to be held Monday Nov 10th Noon

EQUESTRIANS
Thinking about getting rid
of y our tack and riding
outfits. Call 231-0838 if
you w ould like to sell your
tack on consignment.

Cartoonist Bob Kane called his
superhero Birdman in 1939 before
he came up with the name Batman.

English and Western saddles
in usable condition accepted

Little cakes of salt stamped
with the likeness of the
emperor were once used
as money in China.

WANTED:
ROWERS and
COXWAINS

The fastest growing organization on campus, the
AASU CREW, is in need of people interested in:

CAMPUS REP
WANTED
The nation s leader in college marketing
is seeking an energe tic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campu s rep
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for com panies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-lime job ea rnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
required. Call:
Campus Rep Pro gram
American Pas sage Media, Inc
100 West Harrison St. Suite S-150
Seattle, WA 98119
(800) 487-2434 Ext. 4444

*Having fun and meeting new people.
People who like to travel: we compete in Regattas throughout
the Southeast.
* Being competitive against big name schools.
* Physical Activities: Rowers are consistently pushing themselves
^to extremes in practice as well as in competition.
* Taking charge and responsibility, Coxswains are the "coaches
on the water" , they are constantly pushing their rowers to ex
tremes.

Call 921-5857 or 921-2080
fc* V f°r more information
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Savannah Folk Music Festival
To Be Held This Weekend
The Eighth Annual Savan
nah Folk Music Festival will be
held on September 19-21. Once
again, the Festival will feature a
sparkling sampler of a variety of
musical styles based in the folk
tradition.
Friday night will see a con
cert by Savannah musicians
playing blues, old time, Celtic
and contemporary folk music.
This free show will be held in
the Courtyard of City Market
from 7- 11 P.M.
Saturday night at 8 P.M. an
old time country dance will be
held at the Oatland Island Edu
cation Center. Beginners are
welcome. All dances will be
taught and prompted by the
caller. Admission is $5 for the
dance.
Sunday's main event, also
free, will be held at Daffin Park
from 1-6 P.M. a nd will feature
some of the top names in folk
music. It is sponsored by the

Cultural Affairs Department of
the City of Savannah.
Regional and national per
formers featured in the Sunday
show include, Frankie and
Doug Quimby (Georgia Sea Is
land Singers), the Ruffians
(Celtic, old time), 21st Century
Steelband (steel drums),
Caroline Aiken (original blues),
and the Gospelaires (A Capella
gospel).
The Gospelaires will per
form Sunday at 1:00 and 3:30.
21st Century Steelband per
forms at 1:30 and 4:00. Caroline
Aiken performs at 2:00 and
4:30. Frankie and Doug
Quimby perform at 2:30 and
5:00, and The Ruffians perform
at 3:00 and 5:30.
In case of rain, Sunday's
concert will move to the Oat
land Island Education Center. For
more information, contact Joe
Nelson, president of the Savan-

Open Call For
Dancers of All Ages
The Cityof Savannah, Leisure
Services Bureau, Department
of Cultural Affairs,announces
an open call for its Winter
Dance Performance. Dancers
of all ages and all levels are
needed. No experience is nec
essary. The call will be held
on September 20th at 12:30 at
the Savannah Dance Studio
located at Asbury Memorial
(4008 Waters Ave at Henry).
For more information, call
Kelie or Trina at 651-6783.

COAST WEEKS '97
Sept.
26 & 27
Coastal . w Group Sierra
Club and Sea
Kayak GeorgiaTwo part course in
sea kayaking. Call B.J.
Strickland at 355-3071.
September 27- Skidaway Marine
Service Foundation- Free Savan
nah Symphony Concert- 5 PM
on the Bluff. Call 598-2325.
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'Women's Wellness 53C
Wa(K/Run to6enefit
Savcmnaft'sSafe Sfiefter
The RRCA Women's Distance Festival and the Sa
vannah Striders are sponsoring the 1997 Women's
Wellness Walk/Run 5 kilometer (aprox. 3.1 miles). This
is a women's only event, but everyone is encouraged to
come out and support the runners and walkers by vol
unteering to help with the race or by donating directly to
the event.
The run and walk will be held at 8 A.M. Saturday,
September 27th at Savannah Mall. Applications are avail
able at the courtesy desk in the mall, as well as at the
Coastal YMCA, The Recreation Department Office at
Lake Mayer, and area Sporting Good Stores.
Proceeds will be donated to Savannah's Safe Shelter.
The cost is $12 for preregistration, or $15 on the day of
the race. All paid participants will receive a free tank top
shirt.
Registration on the day of the race will take place at
7:15 A.M. and end at 7:45 A.M. near Belk and the mall
perimeter road.
Come early to ensure you have time to pick up your
race packet and relieve yourself at the port-o-lets. The
race starts promptly at 8 AM. Walkers will not be com
peting for awards, so you need not feel as if you are not
athletic enough to join in th e fun!

Sept. 27th- Beach Clean up on
Wasssaw Island. Boat space lim
ited. Call Hank Barrett-239-9663.

Call 232-0070 for more information.

Be Smart, Be Safe,
Beeeeeeeeeeee Responsible
class inSelf Defense.
f.

sui
Caff 921-5555Jor more injo.
1997 National Collegiate Weightlifting
Championships to be held at AASU
On Saturday and Sunday,
October 11th and 12th, you will
be able to view weightlifters
from Colleges and Universities
throughout the U.S. complete at
the AASU gym. At the time of
this printing, it was not certain
whether the event would be held
in the Aquatics and Recreation

Center or the Sports Center, but
at least three of AASU's students
will be participating in the event
which starts at 9 A.M. Saturday
and 10 A.M. Sunday
Lea Rentmeester, Jason
Atwood and Shannon Larson, a
transfer student from Nevada,
will be competing from AASU.

Join the Division of Student Affairs in its "Social Responsibility" campaign, beginning
Fall Quarter 1997. Our goal is to better inform the AASU community about topics that
effect us all, which enables better decision making. Please make an effort to attend the
events listed below. Contact Mr. Gary Guillory at 927-5271 should you need any addi
tional information.
TOPIC

DATES & TIMES

LOCATION

1. Alcohol & Drug Education

September 25
12-12:30 p.m. & 5:15-5:45 p.m.

Cafeteria

2. Date & Acquaintance Rape

October 7
12-12:30 p.m. & 5:15- 5:45 p.m.

Cafeteria

3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases

October 23
12-12:30 p.m. & 5:15-5:45 p.m.

4. Domestic Violence

November 6
12-12:30 p.m. & 5:15-5:45 p.m.

Cafeteria

5. Planned Parenthood

November 20
12-12:30 p.m. & 5:15-5:45 p.m.

Cafeteria

Post At Later
Date
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AASU Softball Coach Marty
McDaniel Winds Up for the Pitch
By BJ English
To some, the thought of
watching intercollegiate softball
games is about as exciting as
watching a game of horse shoes.
After all, isn't softball one of
those "backyard" sports that no
one takes seriously?
Ask that question to
women's fastpitch softball coach
Marty McDaniel and he'll pitch
you a fast ball on the merits of a
game that many have not yet realized is fast becoming
America's number one partici
pation sport for both men and
women.
There are two types of softball games: the traditional slow
pitch, and the more modern fast
pitch which first began in the
1970s and in the last 10 years
has grown exponentially with its
introduction as an Olympic
Sport in the 1996 games.
McDaniel states that the
U.S. International team scored
2 losses and 150 wins last sea
son. "People that see them play
respect them," and well they
should. Unlike slowpitch softball, women who play fastpitch
have been clocked with an un
derhand fastball traveling at
speeds close to 70 miles per
hour! The rules of fastpitch are
a bit different from those of
softpitch as well. "In fastpitch
you can steal and bunt," says
McDaniel, "it's a whole lot
faster game."
He emphasizes that the
windmill style of underhanded
pitching is a lot safer on the arm
than the overhand pitch in men's
baseball. "I've known girls that
have pitched 4 or 5 games a day.
It's a very pitcher dominated

Coach Marty McD. tiels sits in front of autographed picture
of Gold Medal Fastp ch Softball player Dot Richardson
sport."
Unlike the men's baseball
teams, fastpitch softball games
are usually played as doubleheaders on a regular basis. Na
tional League players will play
close to 100 games in a three
month season. AASU softball
players can expect to play about
50-55 games over the season,

Reading Pirates Program
Reading Pirates is gearing
up for its second year. The pro
gram is set for September 29
through January 9. During the
1996-97 school year, AASU's
men's basketball team touched
the lives of 1000 students
through it's Reading Pirates Pro
gram.

their entire family to attend a
men's basketball game. Students
also receive a free bookmark and
certificate of achievement.
There are also special incentive
awards for the most improved
reader and the best book report.
The award winners in these cat
egories will enjoy a pizza party
Coach Griff Mills and his with the team following the
team visit classrooms and read January 10th men's basketball
to the students. The program game.
encourages reading and allows
If you know of a teacher
each individual teacher to set who would like to have the team
appropriate goals for their indi visit with their class have them
vidual classes.
contact Coach John Marhefka at
Students and teachers re
921-7311 or Coach Phil Kahn
ceive a free ticket voucher for 921-5684.

which starts in spring about the
same time as baseball.
The next question one might
want to ask, is where will the
AASU fastpitch team play and
practice? Coach McDaniel
smiles, as he explains the plans
to build a softball field behind
the existing baseball diamond.
He hopes the field, which has
smaller dimensions (anywhere
from 190 to 220 feet) from a
baseball diamond, will be com
plete in time to practice for
spring games. If not, he is hop
ing that the folks as Paulsen sta
dium will allow them to practice
there. He is currently working
with area softball teams at the
complex to teach them the rules
and regulations of fastpitch.
McDaniel faces a number of
challenges on the road ahead,
especially considering that he is
one of the few, if not the only
fastpitch coach in the immedi
ate area that has had any previ
ous experience.
He has played fastpitch softball on a men's team for over 15
years, and served as the assis
tant pitching coach for women's
fastpitch trainer Ralph Weekly

in the 1996 Olympic games, in scholarship monies.
McDaniel knows that his
which the American team won
first
year at AASU won't be
gold.
"I've learned a lot going easy, but he's optimistic in his
from being an assistant coach to outlook and thinks that AASU
a head coach, especially in a students and the community will
start up program," said fully support the team, espe
McDaniel. " I've learned so cially since it is a relatively new
much about some of the things women's competitive sport and
that I didn't really know, start because it "is a new game for
ing out with recruiting, building this area because no one has seen
and designing fields and stuff fast pitch softball that much."
When asked if he felt there
like that."
When asked about recruit would be enough financial sup
ing plans, McDaniel states, port for softball, McDaniel
"Right now, I've got 5 kids that seemed certain of it. "Women's
were on the Georgia All Star sports are catching up with the
Team, and then I've got two out men's sports. Our budget is in
of Florida and one out of Cali the top 4 of the conference."
fornia, so I can pretty much re When asked how he felt
cruit all over the United States AASU's chances of winning
might be, McDaniel said, "It's
right now."
Currently there are going to going to be tough the first year
be about 15 players on the considering Kenesaw has won
AASU team. Tryouts for local two out of the last three national
players will begin in the fall.
championships. It's a tough
By working with the sum conference to get into because
mer league teams in Savannah Columbus is ranked in the top
and trying to bring them up to 20. That's two teams right there
the fast pitch game, McDaniel that are ranked, and the other
will allow area softball players ones are actually catching up so
a greater chance to be accepted the conference is very competi
onto a college or national league tive."
team.
But, McDaniel went on to
In California, the kids are say that, "I expect a lot of fan
exposed to fast pitch softball support- school wise and city
from the age of 9 or 10 and up, wise, and the works, because
in this area, few softball teams this is new to them. It's an inter
had the opportunity to learn esting game. You can go out and
fastpitch before McDaniel ar watch two seven inning games
rived.
in probably about a three to three
High School seniors think and a half hour time where, you
ing about trying out for the can't do that in baseball... he said
AASU team will have the oppor laughing.
tunity to attend fastpitch clinics
The NCAA rules for
here, but for now, those think fastpitch softball even have a
ing of trying out for the team are special tie breaker rule that starts
going to have to go home and at the beginning of the tenth in
practice individually to prepare. ning to eliminate the problem
McDaniel states that the that some baseball games have
main difference between fast when they run on for inning af
pitch and slow pitch training is ter inning in a marathon trial of
that in slow pitch you can pick patience from gnat bitten fans
up the ball once a year and get who refuse to go home until the
by. Fastpitch requires more dedi game is over.
cated work to prepare.
McDaniel is looking for
Fastpitch players might also ward to the new season and says
think twice about playing the he likes it here in Savannah. "I
game only to go pro. Unlike like the hot weather," he says
baseball players who can receive grinning. He also likes the fact
millions of dollars to play in the That Savannah is not that far
national leagues, the average away from his parents home in
fastpitch player will be lucky to Chattanooga .
receive six thousand dollars a
He hopes that AASU's new
season
women's fastpitch team can put
®™P^,zes that on an exhibition practice game
m
most NCAA softball players are on the campus or at Paulsen staat school to get an education dium sometime this Spring, to
first, and academics are a high allow everyone in the city the
priority with all his recruits. At chance to view the fastest grow0TPa re" ing Participation sport in the narr2< nl
cruits will be going to school on tion.

man^rE scfholarshiP< and
Don't forget to supportall the
many players from outs.de the other sports that will be going on
stole have scored well enough on this fall and throughout the winSnwaeXamS ,t0 qUalily f°r 3 tCr Season" Game admittance is
tuition waiver along with other free to all AASU students.
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Junior Pirate
Development
Basketball League
is Underway
Registration for the Junior
Pirate Basketball League is un
derway. The League plays on
Sunday from 2 P.M. to 4 P.M.
September 28th through No
vember 2nd. Boys and girls ages
7 - 12 of all skill levels are in
vited. To sign up, or for more
information, call 921-7311.
Each Participant receives a
Jr. Pirate t-shirt, a Powerade
water bottle, 12-15 League
Games, professional instruction
from Coach Griff Mills, his staff
and players, tickets to Pirates
home games and an opportunity
to play at half time of Pirate
home games in the beautiful
AASU Sports Center. The cost
is $40 per participant and spaces
are limited.

Sports Clubs Meetings
Crew Club Meeting- Thurs.
Sept. 25 noon
Equestrian Club MeetingThurs. Sept 25 noon.

AASU
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Lady Pirates Volleyball

No.

Name

Pns. Year HL

2
3
5
7
9
12
13
15
20
21
22
25

Crystal Ramsey
Kathryn Clark
Christina Ladewski
Sandra Gluchy
Tracy Fowler
Heather Buckley
Meike Behrensen
Nicole Pappas
Christy Spires
Amanda Shelton
Dionelle Benito
Patricia Waite

OH Fr
S/D So
Jr
S
OH So
OH Sr
OH Fr
MH So
Jr
D
MH Jr
Sr
S
OH Jr
S/D Fr

5-9
5-3
5-6
6-0
5-7
5-9
6-0
5-7
6-1
5-7
5-7
5-3

Hometown
New Smyrna Beach. F1
Savannah, Ga
Coral Springs, F1
Hagen, Germany
Toronto, Canada
Tybee Island, Ga
Koeln, Germany
Long Island, Ny
Jacksonville, F1
Orlando, F1
Georgetown, Canada
Savannah, Ga

Q Valid QflSO IO is Rquired to
use the Sports facilities,
including tennis courts, weight
room, running track and pool.

Head Coach: Carol Meegan
Student Coach/Trainer: Mylene Benito
Manager: Renee Lyon

Aerobics and Fitness Association of America
Primary Certification Review
Saturday, October 18,9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
in the AASU Sports Center
Preregistration is required.
Call (800) 983-2677for information regarding
workshop costs.

UPCOMING EVENTS FOR FALL 1997
Flag Football Organiza
tional Meeting-Tues. Sept 23 Free Aerobics classes begin on Check the bulletin boards in the
noon.
3-22-97 on Monday through Fri- Sports Center for times and
Jay at 12:10 and Monday dates to sign up for intramural
Call Lynn Roberts at 921- :hrough Thursday at 5:15.
sports for Fall.
2080 for meeting places.

Fall Intercollegiate Team
Competitiion Begins Soon!
If you have experience in huntseat
riding and would like to show and sup
port our team, call 356-1387.
You do not need to own a horse to
qualify for the team. Practice Sessions are
available at Norwood Stables near Isle of
Hope.

Our college years should be the best
of our lives, so they tell us, but for
many, the problems encountered
along the way can ruin that outlook.
Problems in Paradise allows students,
faculty and staff to voice their opin
ions on how to make things better on
the campus and in the community.

Articles for Publication on the
Problems in Paradise page
should consider the following:
1. Articles sent in proofread
and pre-typed on Macintosh
formatted disk, or placed di
rectly on e-mail message
boards will be given top pri
ority for publication. The Ink
well uses PageMaker 6.0. Ar
ticles typed on PC's or using
other formats may or may not
transfer as written by the au
thor.
2. Articles which offer well re
searched solutions to prob
lems are more likely to be
printed than those which sim
ply complain without offering
constructive means of im
provement.
3. Photos sent to the Inkwell
may be in black and white or
color. No slides, negatives or
computer generated photo
graphs can be used. The Ink
well will make every effort to
return photographs to their
owners, but we make no guar
antees the photo will not be
lost or damaged in route to
and from the publisher.

Gripes- Students request:
• pencil sharperners on the
walls of classrooms and halls
• ventilation fans in restrooms
• water coolers that function
• more core level classes that
don't fill up at pre-registration
• physics and chemistry tutorials - more computer help
Gripes- Faculty request:
• Restructuring of Good Ole
Boy mentality of adminis
tration
• Private Parking Spaces
• More Office Space and more
offices with windows.

Gripes- Staff request:
• more graduate student assis
tance with repetitive tasks
that prevent them from
doing their jobs properly.
• recognition and incentive
programs.

IPfKD&flejnas fanIPsffsdias©
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The List
The following is a list of prob
lems, real or imagined, that
have been brought to the at
tention of In kwell staff.
1. Lighting- night students
complain that lighting and se
curity in the central part of
campus and along sidewalks
and parking lots are not ad
equate and need improve
ment.
2. Extended hours- many stu
dents would like to see Li
brary and Cafeteria hours ex
tended for night students.
Some have suggested that re
duced services could be of
fered to defray costs of over
time work.
3. Parking- This has always
been a problem for some stu
dents who would like to park
as close to the buildings as
possible. New parking spaces
are expected to be constructed
within the next year, but for
now, students are urged to ar
rive early for class, car pool,
or take alternative means of
transportation as the weather
allows.

Robert Donahue and Eric Grider of Plant Operations, repair loose step by the handicap
ramp outside the Memorial College Center (MCC). Loose steps, as well as uneven and broken
sidewalks prove to be a continuous problem as the campus ages. There is a problem section of
concrete sidewalk half way between the fountain and Hawes Hall that has tripped many an
unsuspecting student and faculty member over the past few years. Apparently the sidewalk
dips and rises in one spot and manages to catch many people who are dragging their feet!

4. Child care services- nontraditional students would like to
see a day care center made
available to them on campus.
5. Lack of communication/
Lack of a central location
from which to receive infor
mation- students, faculty and
staff have complained that
they do not know what is go
ing on in other departments
and areas on campus. The bul
letin boards are too crowded
and few people are willing to
read through things they are
not interested in to find the
things they are interested in.
Some suggestions have in
cluded an electronic an
nouncement board located in
the quad- at Georgia Southern,
they have kiosks with infor
mation, maps and an updated
list of events and deadlines
that are regularly maintained.
6. Students have suggested a
more up to date university
website where they can locate
information on professors and
on types of classes available.

'""""""*-"'1"-
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Talk about your crowded classrooms...How do they expect us all to fit in here. Okay, so maybe
the classrooms aren't this cramped, but it would be nice to have leg room and not have to
view your professor through the other side of a support beam or lab table light. New, and
SPaCC k 3 continuous addition to a growing University. The
Administration asks students to please bear with them.

Stories for Problems in The school has had a history of
Paradise that need writers: hostility towards recycling, at school goes trough daily, why is
1. Cats on campus: Where did
they come from, why do they
stay, and is anything being done
to help them?
2. Recycling: This summer, a
rental truck came around the
campus and removed all the re
cycling bins from the buildings.

one point lying to students and
faculty by collecting the paper
they set out for recycling and
sending it off to be burned for
fuel for Kemira. As one high
standing administrator was
quoted, "We consider this to
meet the standards of recycling
on campus." With all the paper,
plastic, aluminum and steel the

recycling made so difficult?

3. Women and Minority in
structors: If anyone has ever
taken courses at AASU before,
they will notice that there are
very few minority instructors on
campus, and many female in
structors feel intimidated by
their male peers. What is the
solution?

IF©G^7gj[Ka©(ii
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be used to transport wheelchair a law against: masturbating
bound humans during fire emer while watching two people have
sex in a car.
gencies.
• Be nice to your kids. They'll
choose your nursing home.
In the state of Washington:
• There are 3 kinds of people: Computers
There is a law against: having
those who can count & those
• Computers make very fast, sex with a virgin under any cir
who can't.
cumstances (including the wed
very accurate mistakes.
• Sign on baby's bib:
ding night).
•
Computers
are
not
intelligent.
SPIT HAPPENS.
They
only
think
they
are.
• Don't use a big word where a
• My software never has bugs. In Tremonton, Utah: There is a
diminutive one will suffice.
It just develops random features. law against: having sex in an
• Why doesn-'t DOS ever say ambulance.
Ideas to contemplate
"EXCELLENT command or
In Newcastle, Wyoming: There
• For people who like peace and filename!"
is a law against: having sex in a
•
As
a
computer,
I
find
your
faith
quiet: a phoneless cord.
butcher shop's meat freezer.
• If the world comes under in technology amusing.
nuclear attack and giant cock • File not found. Should I fake
In Alexandria, Minnesota: There
roaches take over the world, you it? (Y/N)
is a law against: a man having
•
CONGRESS.SYS
Corrupted:
think they'd believe us when we
sex with his wife with the stink
Re-boot
Washington
D.C
(Y/n)?
offered to put them up in a
of onions, sardines, or garlic on
•
Does
fuzzy
logic
tickle?
Roach Motel?
his breath.
• If you keep an eye out for dan • A computer's attention span is
ger, and really lost it one day, do as long as it's power cord.
In every state in the union: There
you think someone would return •Windows: Just another pane in
is a law against: having sex with
your eyeball or have it for a mid the glass.
a
corpse.
• SENILE.COM found ... Out
night snack?
• Ever stop to think, and forget Of Memory . . .
In Ames, Iowa: There is a law
• Who's General Failure &
to start again?
against: drinking more than
• If one synchronized swimmer why's he reading my disk?
three slugs of beer while lying
drowns, do the rest have to
in bed with a woman.
drown too?
These forwarded funnies taken from
• You should always look out for Trendy Art and Inkwell Staff.
In Fairbanks, Alaska: There is a
#1. Don't step in #2 either.
law against: two moose having
• Do witches ran s pell checkers?
sex on the city sidewalks.

Life

Medical
• A doctors exact words: I can
see clearly now, the brain is
gone.
• I used up all my sick days, so
I'm calling in dead.

Animal Antics
• What has four legs and an arm?
A happy pit bull.
• Horses creed: if you lose your
footing and fall on a human, you
should always get up and get
right back on them.
• Old Dog, New Trick: If you tell
an old dog to fetch and he plays
dead instead, you might want to
consider the possibility that he's
not joking.

Math
• 2 + 2 = 5 for extremely large
values of 2.

The Dictionary
• Budget: A method for going
broke methodically.
• Car service: If it ain't broke,
we'll break it.
•Shin: A device for finding fur
niture in the dark.
• Upgrade: Take old bugs out,
put new ones in.
• Computer: A device designed
to speed and automate errors.
• Stairs: obsolete structures hid
den behind closed doors, only to

The Dog

- Submitted by Shannon Jones
In Kingsville, Texas: There is a
Two Irish nuns we're on their law against: two pigs having sex
way to a new convent in the US on Kingsville airport property.
and on the plane ride over, one nun
told that other that she had heard In Ventura County, California:
that Americans eat dogs. The There is a law against: cats and
other nun was rather aghast,
dogs having sex without a permit.
but she said, "When in Rome, do
as the Romans do..."
In Washington, D.C.: There is a
After getting settled, the more law against: having sex in any po
adventurous nun said to the other sition other than face-to-face.
that they should go try one of those
dogs. So they they set off and -Excerpted from The Odd Index by
Steven Spignesi - Penguin Books
found a local hot DOG stand.
Each nun ordered one and the
took their "dogs" to the park to
eatunder the trees. Finally one nun
Notable Quotes
bcame brave and opened up the
wrapping on hers. She looked at "Nothing is as frustrating as ar
it and her face turned bright red. guing with someone who knows
After what seemed like an hour, what he's talking about"- Sam
she finally looked at the other nun Ewing.
and said,"So what part of the dog
did you get?"
"The brain is a wonderful organ.
It starts the moment you wake
Ridiculous U.S. Sex Laws
up in the morning and doesn't
stop until you get to the office"In Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: Robert Frost.
There is a law against: having
sex with a truck driver in a toll "The American people are very
booth.
generous people and will forgive
almost any weakness, with the
In Nevada: There is a law exception of stupidity."- Will
against: having sex without a
Rogers.
condom.
In Willowdale, Oregon: There is This weeks funnies courtesty of
a law against: a husband talking Anslee Willett and Carrie Wliiddon.
dirty in his wife's ear during sex.

Send your funnies to the inkwell at:
In Clinton, Oklahoma: There is inkwell@mailgate. armstrong.edu
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Inkwell Open House
Thursday Afternoon
from 11:00 to 1:00
Room 202 above the cafeteria
take the steps or elevator, turn right, keep
going straight and there we are!
We need volunteers and part-time staff to
help with the following:
Photography, Layout, Advertising, Proof
reading, Newspaper Distribution, Faculty
and Departmental interviews, Web Page
production, Typing, Club, Organizational,
Sports and Intramurals coverage, Campus
and Local news, cartoons and graphics.
The Inkwell is a member of the GCR\
(Georgia College Press Association) which
offers numerous awards and scholarships you
won't find anywhere else on campus.
You can even qualify to receive your own
GCR\ press pass and get your artwork, photo
or story published in campus newspapers and
magazines across the nation.
Don't be shy - Drop by this Thursday,

September 25th between 11:00 and 1:00.
We also need volunteers to create a
student/faculty survey, cook chilli, and/or
help design, set up and man our booth for
Celebrate AASU Day coming up the second
week in October.

Utctay

Feed

Seed C#,an

2805 Bull Street
Savannah, Ga 31405

Ik

at the corner of Bull and Victory Drive.

10

0/

Faculty/Student
/0 Discount w/valid ID

Does not apply to already discounted in-store specials.
Discount does not apply toward horse feed, hay and pine straw.

BIL JAC, IAMS, EUKANUBA, SCIENCE DIET, NUTRO
MAX, EAGLE AND DIAMOND PET FOODS.
ALSO, SUNSEED BIRDSEED, SMALL ANIMAL
DIETS, HORSE FOOD, HAY, PLANTS, SEEDS,
GARDENING SUPPLIES, FLEA CONTROL
PRODUCTS, WORMERS AND MUCH MORE!!

SPECIAL OFFER
NEW NUTRO MAX TREATS FOR DOGS
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE- limited supplies.
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Ooopps! Dropped one. Oh well, we'll try harder this time.

©smdMe

See! We told you, you can trust us. We won't let you..

Fall- oops, I think we need to go work out at the gym...

Above: CHAOS students7
are sent on a treasure hunt
to find someone who wears
contacts, lives in the don® *
writes with their left hand
and more. CHAOS helps incoming students learn what
to expect in the transition
from high school to univer
sity life, and helps them t
avoid problems that ma)
occur during their stay here

r
Left: Student Government
Association (SGA) President
Bud Burke arrested? Mayhe *
he's trying to emulate
Clinton? Nah. he's just tak
ing part in a CHAOS skit in L
Ashmore Auditorium. ^
Jones looks on in background

g ©©gfflQff
Vegetarianism: It Isn't Easy Being Green
September 18,1997

By BJ English

Pack a Lunch and Save Calories and Money!
Want to loose weight and
save money? Why not pack your
own lunch for work and school?
With a little pre-planning, you
can be enjoying a lowfat, high
energy lunch that will help keep
you feeling sharp all day.
Forget the greasy fires, fried
foods and wilted salad greens,
and try these tips for a quick fat
reduced meal you can really sink
your teeth into.
Instead of eating the same
old boring sandwiches, or put
ting together a 6 inch high con
coction that would make
Dagwood proud, consider these
alternatives. If your school or
place of business has a micro
wave, consider bringing your
own potatoes, even the largest
of spuds will cook to perfection
in under 10 minutes. Try topping
with low calorie salad dressings,
or sprinkling with low fat
cheese.
Chilli, spaghetti, and other

a vegan (pronounced vee-gn).
Vegans cannot eat milk chocolate,
Kermit the Frog said it best: most cookies, cakes, muffins, bis
"It isn't easy being green." cuits, or even caramels, and jelly
While Kermit was referring to beans. As someone who tried be
the color of his skin, many veg ing vegan for two years, and for
etarians can relate to what he the most part gave it up, I can tell
was talking about. Being a veg you that i t becomes less of a di
etarian in a meat eating world is etary choice, and more of a way
often not an easy thing to do. of life, which can make you feel
Few fast food restaurants offer like an outcast among family and
much beyond salads, and many friends, and makes dining out at
times, the french fries, apple restaurants and grabbing a quick
pies, and other non-meat treats snack from a food machine a real
they offer contain animal fats nightmare!
As a vegan, you learn that
that may either not be men
tioned, are listed as all natural many cheeses marketed as dairy
ingredients, or contain a long free, may contain whey, a milk
list of ingredients that one would protein, and often rennet, an en
need a chemistry and biology zyme used to cure cheese which
is taken from the stomach lin
degree to decipher.
One famous fast food res ing of calves. You will also dis
taurant that advertises that their cover that most soaps contain
fries are cooked in 100% veg tallow, or animal fat, and many
etable oil, fails to tell its custom shampoos and makeups contain
ers that the fries themselves animal proteins, including col
were presoaked in beef tallow lagen and placenta.
Doctors will try to force you
before they were frozen! Even
innocent looking dishes like to take horse sized iron pills and
pasta, cooked vegetables, potato vitamin B-12, without even
salad, tossed salads, bean checking your blood, and long
buritos, and onion and potato time friends and relatives will
soup, may contain some sort of fear you hsve joined a religious
animal by-product ranging from cult and may try to sneak meat
lard and bacon bits to meat fat into your food without your re
and connective skin and tissues. alizing you are eating it.
You must endure comments
Few people, whether vegetar
ian or not, realize that things like about the negativity of consum
caramels, marshmallows, beers, ing beans ( good for your heart,
apple juices, and wiggly fruit con but make you fart) as your pri
coctions are made with gelatin, a mary source of protein, get used
substance derived from the skin, to being referred to as a leaf
connective tissue and bones of licker and suffer through meet
slaughter house animals, primarily ings and parties that offer ined
ible foods, forcing you to pick
pigs in the United States.
Of course, technically speak at the decorative vegetable gar
ing, gelatin is not meat, nor are nishes which everyone else
other animal by-products such as leaves behind. Since most veg
milk, cheese and eggs. Many veg etable dips contain dairy, you are
etarians include such ingredients pretty much out of luck there
in their diets. Still others eat too. Even the fake hamburger
chicken and/or fish and are re patties that your octo/lavo (egg
and milk) vegetarian friends
ferred to as semi-vegetarians.
Someone who does not eat consume are off limits to you
any animal products at allis called because they contain egg whites.
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At some point in time you
may also question whether it is
really an ethically correct deci
sion for you to not eat animal
products, but to go fishing with
friends, poison the rats which
have entered your home, swat
bugs, or feed your carnivorous
pets and family members food
containing meat.
Eventually, most vegetar
ians come to terms about what
is and what is not acceptable for
them. Some may stick to a strict
vegan diet and evenbuy vegetar
ian cat and dog food, while oth
ers may include small portions
of meat from lower order ani
mals, and only consume eggs
and milk from free ranging
chickens and cows which are not
locked in cramped cages and
pumped full of growth hor
mones.
No matter what form of veg
etarianism you choose, or what
your reasons are for becoming
vegetarian, it is almost impos
sible to live a life which is en
tirely cruelty free. As some nonvegetarians love to point out:
how do you know that veg
etables can't feel pain? Some
scientific studies show that veg
etable cells become excited
when a gardener approaches
them with shears.
When you fight a cold, you
kill germs. When you drive a car,
you kill an assortment of love
bugs, moths, and maybe even a
pigeon or two. You ca n't be all
things to allliving creatures. Still,
consuming foods that do not re
quire bloodshed is a small step
toward making the world a less
disgusting place to live in.
If you are thinking about be
coming a vegetarian, there are a
lot of good books and magazines
available, or check out a website
called Vegetarians Unite on the
internet. It may not be easy being
green, but it's well worth the effort.

Strawberry Delight Dessert
precooked pasta dishes can easily be warmed in
the microwave.
Try making your own fruit cups and placing
them in the refrigerator, or a cold pack lunch bag.
Be creative, add strawberries, kiwi and cherries
together for a unique taste sensation. Do not slice
bananas or watermellon into other fruits until
ready to eat, as they may become soggy.
Use different types of bread on sandwiches,
or make your own and decorate it with swirls of
food coloring to match a special occasion! You
can also add spices like dried oregano to meat
and cheese based sandwiches instead of layer
ing them with fattening condiments. Cut bread
into shapes with oversized cookie cutters, or roll
up low calorie meats and cheeses, slice into pin
wheels and place on low fat crackers, topped with
tomato or sweet onion wedges. Who said pack
ing your own lunch had to be boring? Enjoy!

(no bake dessert- needs refrigeration)
1 already cooked Angel Food Cake
1 small package of Strawberry gelatin
1 3 2 oz. tub of whipped topping
1 quart of fresh or forzen strawberries
(if you have a real sweet tooth, add strawberry
glaze or berries with syrup in place of fresh berries)
Dissolve gelatin in one and a half cups of boiling water and set aside to
cool. Cut cake into bite size pieces, about an inch wide each. Stir straw
berries and whipped topping (topping can be thawed or frozen) into
gelatin. Add cake pieces. Stir carefully to prevent cake from turning to
crumbs.. Pour mixture in a 9 x 14 d ish, or several small dishes about 5 to
6 inches deep.
Place in refrigerator overnight and top with fresh berries and more
whipped topping if y ou like.
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New Science Building on Campus is in the Planning Stage
By BJ English
Remember those old science
labs in public high schools? The
tables were scarred from years of
abuse from students who spent
more time using their dissection
knives to carve their names into
the table rather than to investigate
the rubberized innards of some
hapless creature killed for the sake
of higher education.
Half the time the lab equip
ment didn't work, the air was ei
ther freezing or nonexistent, and
the smell of formaldehyde and
various chemicals dumped in the
From: John Brewer (8/13/97)
To: InkWell
From the Dept. of Chemistry,
Physics, and Engineering Studies:
The new building will provide
much needed additional space, and
will be humidity controlled so that
working conditions will be much
improved for both students and fac
ulty, lighting will be improved, and
the space will be designed origi
nally to be a science building in
stead of a brick shoe box with sci
ence facilities crammed in.
The current equipment in
cludes all of the regular stuff such
as pH meters and simple spectro
photometers which are used by
many students, but, in addition,
more advanced equipment such as
an NMR, GC with mass spectrom
eter, infrared spectrophotometers,
UV-visible spectrophotometers,
atomic absorption, and others that
are used by upper division students
and faculty.
The probability of success in
obtaining grants will also be much
improved. We just received noti
fication of another successful ILI
from the National Science Founda
tion to purchase a gas chromatograph with an automatic sampler.
This new instrument will greatly
improve the operation of the or
ganic chemistry laboratory. In ad
dition there has been much success
in obtaining Eisenhower grants for
workshops and summer courses
designed for school teachers.
We are in-progress in obtain
ing American Chemical Society
Certification of the B.S. with a
major in Chemistry.
From: Richard Wallace
(8/13/97) To: InkWell
Subject: Research Projects
Attached you will find a de
scription of my research activities
in the Department of Chemistry and
Physics. Dr. Brewer asked that I email this information to you for an
article in the Inkwell.
Project #1) Title: Exploring
Vinylboronic Esters as Dipolarophiles in Nitrile Oxide and
Azomethine Ylid Cycloadditions.
Summary: This research is
aimed at exploring the further use
of vinylboronic esters as
dipolarophiles in both nitrile oxide
and azomethine ylid cycloaddi
tions. The products obtained from
these reactions are proving to be

sink permeated the entire build
ing. The water either trickled out
the hydrants or shot out with
enough pressure to send Hubert
(or whatever you chose to name
your frog friend) sailing across the
room as if he'd been brought back
from the dead.
The microscopes barely had
enough light to allow you to see
some fuzzy, hairy cell go darting
about in brackish water so filled
with garbage that it was impos
sible to tell the difference between
a chewed up piece of brown al
gae and a squashed snickers bar,

and sometimes, that really weird
looking bug turned out to be your
own eye lashes reflecting back at
you through the tiny view scope.
If you are like most scientifi
cally minded college bound stu
dents, you probably have/had big
dreams about what science labs
would look like at your state uni
versity. You would be able to do
sophisticated experiments, sepa
rate out chemical impurities, use
high powered microscopes to
view things the cheap micro
scopes in high school would never
allow you to view. Unfortunately,

at many colleges and universities,
the scientific equipment isn't that
much better than it was in high
school, and funds for pioneering
experiments are also difficult to
come by.
While Armstrong's science
instructors and students have done
fairly well on the research front,
the conditions under which they
work leave a lot to be desired. One
of the biggest problems the labs
face, is a lack of space for the
number of students wishing to use
the facilities.
However, all that will change

soon, with the planned addition of
a new science building on the
AASU campus, to be located on
the property between Jenkins Hall
and Lane Library.
We asked professors to pro
vide us with their reasons for
wanting the new building, and
asked them to tell our readers
about the research projects that
both they and their students have
been working on. The following
is a partial collection of the reports
we received over the summer
from the chemistry and physics
department.

very useful building blocks for the
synthesis of natural products and
biologically important compounds.
This project is also directed at pre
paring new compounds which may
prove to be important pharmaceu
tical drugs. We have an agreement
with Merck Pharmaceutical Com
pany and they will test these com
pounds for biological activity. This
is a project which we have been in
volved in for the last 8 years. This
project has resulted in nine
peer-reviewed publications todate
and at the present time appears to
have many years of study still re
maining.
Past AASU students who have
worked on this project include:
Ms. Alicia EddingsB. S. Chemistry June 1997
Mr. Michael MccutchenB. S. Chemistry June 1997
Mr. Chuck DegenhardtB. S. Chemistry June 1997
Ms. Michelle PruettB. S. Chemistry June 1997
Ms. Alicia Eddings and Mr.
Michael Mccutchen both won
awards for presentations on their
research at AASU's Student Re
search Exhibition in the Spring of
1997.
Ms. Eddings was the coauthor
on a presentation given at the
American Chemical Society's Na
tional Meeting in August of 1996
in Orlando, Florida. Ms. Eddings
also gave a presentation on her re
search at The Georgia Academy of
Science Meeting at The University
of West Georgia in the Spring of
1997. She is also a coauthor on two
papers which have recently been
accepted for publication.
Current Funding Sources for
this Project: AASU Research and
Scholarship Grants Committee
(supplies and equipment) and The
National Science Foundation (in
strumentation).
Possible Future Funding
Sources: The National Institutes of
Health (NIH), and The Petroleum
Research Fund (PRF).
Project #2) Title: Using Com
puters, State of the Art Instrumen
tation, And Better Experiments To
Improve the Organic Chemistry
Experience
Summary: This long term project
is designed to improve the organic
chemistry classroom and laboratory

educational experience by employ
ing computers, state-of-the-art in
strumentation and new experi
ments. This will allow the students
to not only learn organic chemistry
but will also expose them to stateof-the-art instrumentation and com
puters on a regular basis. This is a
long term project. The first changes
will begin in the Fall quarter of
1997.
Current Funding Source for
this Projectf The National Science
Foundation (instrumentation). Pos
sible Future Funding Sources: The
Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foun
dation, and The National Institutes
of Health (NIH).
Project #3)Title: Second Gen
eration HIV-Protease Inhibitors
Summary: Inhibition of the pro
tease of HIV has emerged as a ma
jor target in the treatment of AIDS.
This research will prepare second
generation heterocyclic derivatives
of dihydroxy dipeptide isosteres
which will be explored as protease
inhibitors. These compounds will
be tested for activity against the
HIV virus.
Possible Future Funding Sources:
The American Foundation for
AIDS Research (AmFAR), The Na
tional Institutes of Health (NIH),
and The National Science Founda
tion (NSF).

researchers is the limited space in
Solms.
There are currently two
small laboratories allotted for un
dergraduate research which
could safely accommodate no
more than four students total.
While little or no undergraduate
research was being carried out at
AASU in the past, there are at least
four faculty members including
myself that have continuing re
search projects involving several
undergraduates. Dr. Richard
Wallace, with whom I share a small
research lab with one fume hood,
had up to three undergraduates
working at one time. The only rea
son that Karen and I felt that we had
adequate space to carry out our re
search this summer is that Dr.
Wallace's students all graduated
this past spring. Even with just one
undergraduate this summer, we
found ourselves having to spillover
into the teaching labs down the
other end of the building to use the
balances, rotary evaporators, dry
ing oven, and refrigerator.
Since we are a now a univer
sity, there is agreater expectation
towards faculty supervised un
dergraduate research, and the
new building will hopefully allow
the chemistry faculty to live up
to this expectation." -Steven W.
Weiner.

air, etc.) The schools have come in
droves and each year we have to
turn some away because we ju st
cannot accommodate all the stu
dents who want to come. Our
teaching laboratories are used ev
ery day and many nights for teach
ing college students, and we have
a difficult time trying to fit the sec
ondary and middle school students
in. Even with the "space crunch",
last year our Department hosted
almost 600 student visits!
Imagine how many more stu
dents we could excite about science
if we only had the room. So you
see, the new science building will
not only be a great thing for Arm
strong, it will be a great thing for
all Chatham and Bryan county
public and private school children.
Who knows how many "Einsteins"
are out there just waiting to be
"turned on" by science.

From: Dr. Steven W. Weiner, (Dr.
Weiner is an assistant professor of
chemistry, who is currently work
ing on the synthesis and testing of
affinity labels of pentalenene syn
thase. He received a $ 2000.00
grant from AASU upon the recom
mendation of the Research and
Scholarship committee in support
of his endeavors, and hopes that he
can receive further outside support.
Karen Wadell, a junior chemistry
major at AASU, has worked for Dr.
Weiner this past summer and has
made significant progress towards
the synthesis of these inhibitors.)
We could really get a lot accom
plished during the course of the
summer and academic year if I
could have a group of three or four
undergraduates working on differ
ent aspects of the project simulta
neously. One of the major obstacles
for chemistry faculty sustaining a
formidable group of undergraduate

From: Suzanne Carpenter
(8/19/97) To: InkWell
I am sure you have received
information from Chemistry faculty
members regarding the need for
more research laboratory space for
both undergraduate and faculty re
search. You have probably already
heard also about the OSHA require
ments for ventilation (primarily by
fume hoods) which our current
building cannot provide. I am writ
ing to tell you about the need for
additional teaching laboratory
space to allow our vigorous Com
munity Outreach program to con
tinue to grow. Each year, the De
partment of Chemistry and Phys
ics invites all area secondary and
middle schools to come to Arm
strong and experience the excite
ment of chemistry and physics.
(Yes, chemistry and physics are
very exciting and kids love to see
things smoke, burn, fly through the

From: Dr. Will Lynch (8/18/97)
Enclosed you will find a descrip
tion of some of our projects that our
students presented or will present
shortly. For example, this work has
been presented at the American
Chemical Society (ACS) National
Meeting in Orlando (Aug. 96),
ACS Southeast Regional Meeting
in Roanoke Virginia (Oct. 97) and
Georgia Academy of Science meet
ing (April 97).
Our principle work is focused on
elucidating the structure / func
tion relationship at the activecen
ter in metalloproteins via syn 
thetical modeling studies. Specifi
cally, we prepare low molecular
weight copper and iron complexes
which are biomimics of enzymes
which either transport or catalyze
the oxidation of dioxygen. Metal
complexes which contain imida
zole groups are prepared and their
interactions with dioxygen and its
derivatives are studied.
In our work we have prepared
copper complexes which are ca
pable of both reversibly binding
dioxygen (as in hemoglobin) and
activating dioxygen to oxidize
phenols to quinones. The iron
derivates, have been observed to
catalytically activate Carbon-Hy
drogen bonds towards oxidation in
the presence of organic and inor-

continued on next page
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ganic peroxides. All of the afore
mentioned processes are physi
ologically relevant biological reac
tions ubiquitous in nature.
Presently, we are moving forward
to examine important enzymatic
processes, namely, the hydrolysis or
oxidation of the 3'-5' phosphodiesters of the sugar phosphate back
bone of DNA as well as hydrolyzing peptide linkages. Using "openface" complexes of the type
M(TlR4R'IP)n+ (where M =
Cu+,+2 and Fe+2,+3, T1R4R*IP =
Tris(l-R-4-R'-imidazolyl) phosphine, and R and R' are alkyl substituents) where the ligand is a tripodal nitrogen donor group, we are
investigating the ability of these
complexes to interact via hydrolytic
or oxidative mechanisms with pep
tide bonds and DNA. Experimen
tal methodology includes the incu
bation of the metal complex With
proteins, small peptides, phosphodiesters, or double and single
stranded DNA in physiologically
relevant buffer systems. This is fol
lowed by evaluation using gel elec
trophoresis and High Pressure Liq
uid Chromatography. Studies are
just beginning using aerobic and
anaerobic reactions to investigate
hydrolytic reactions while the oxi
dative cleavage processes will be
investigated in the presence of a cooxidant (such as 02 or peroxide)
and a reducing agent such as 3mercaptopropanoic acid.
Another study that our students
have been involved in is a water
quality analysis of the Ogeechee
River System. Samples would be
acquired every two months from
sites along the Ogeechee River as
far as 120 miles northeast of AASU.
Once acquired the samples would
be analyzed for a variety of nutri
ents (for example: dissolved oxy
gen, phosphate, nitrate, ammonia,
silica, etc.) to determine if there
were any point sources of contami
nation upstream from the Atlantic
Ocean.
Our work has been very well
funded by a variety of American
Chemical Society grants (listed in
abstracts) and we are extremely
grateful for the support of the Chem
istry and Physics Department of Arm
strong Atlantic State University.
I have been fortunate to have
worked with Dr. James Byrd on the
Ogeechee River Project and a num
ber of excellent students listed be
low who have done the vast major
ity of th e work.
Michael McCutchen (6/97 grad.,
Johns Hopkins Graduate School)
Robert Sprinkel (to graduate in 98)
Denise Schaible (6/97 graduate)
Clint Brooks (6/96 graduate, N C
State Univ. Graduate School)
The Chung Lui (6/97 graduate)
Lisa Brown (6/97 graduate)
Laura Taylor (Pharm School, UGA)
Latisa Kennedy (to graduate 12/97)
Shannon Strickland (to grad. in 98)
Jeff Beadle (Transfer to GA Tech)

From: Richard Wallace (8/13/97)
Subject: Research Projects At
tached you will find a description
of my research activities in the De
partment of Chemistry and Physics.

Wallace
Project #1) Title: Exploring Vinylboronic Esters as Dipolarophiles in
Nitrile Oxide and Azomethine Ylid
Cycloadditions
Summary: This research is aimed
at exploring the further use of
vinylboronic esters as dipolar
ophiles in both nitrile oxide and
azomethine ylid cycloadditions.
The products obtained from these
reactions are proving to be very
useful building blocks for the syn
thesis of natural products and bio
logically important compounds.
This project is also directed at
preparing new compounds which
may prove to be important phar
maceutical drugs. We have an
agreement with Merck Pharma
ceutical Company and they will
test these compounds for biologi
cal activity. This is a project which
we have been involved in for the
last 8 years. This project has re
sulted in nine peer-reviewed publi
cations to date and at the present
time appears to have many years of
study still remaining.
Past AASU students who have
worked on this project include:
Ms. Alicia Eddings- B. S. Chem
istry June 1997 Mr. Michael
Mccutchen- B. S. Chemistry June
1997 Mr. Chuck Degenhardt- B. S.
Chemistry June 1997 Ms. Michelle
Pruett- B. S. Chemistry June 1997
Ms. Alicia Eddings and Mr.
Michael Mccutchen both won
awards for presentations on their
research at AASU's Student Re
search Exhibition in the Spring of
1997.
Ms. Eddings was the coauthor on
a presentation given at the Ameri
can Chemical Society's National
Meeting in August of 1996 in Or
lando, Florida. Ms. Eddings also
gave a presentation on her research
at The Georgia Academy of Science
Meeting at The University of West
Georgia in the Spring of 1997. She
is also a coauthor on two papers
which have recently been accepted
for publication.
Current Funding Sources for this
Project: AASU Research and
Scholarship Grants Committee
(supplies and equipment) and The
National Science Foundation (in
strumentation).
Possible Future Funding Sources:
The National Institutes of Health
(NIH), and The Petroleum Re
search Fund (PRF).
Project #2) Title: Using Comput
ers, State of the Art Instrumenta
tion, And Better Experiments To
Improve the Organic Chemistry
Experience
Summary: This long term project
is designed to improve the organic
chemistry classroom and laboratory
educational experience by employ
ing computers, state-of-the-art instru
mentation and new experiments.
This will allow the students to not
only learn organic chemistry but will
also expose them to state-of-the-art
instrumentation and computers on a
regular basis. This is a long term
project. The first changes will begin
in the Fall quarter of 1997.
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Current Funding Source for this
Project: The National Science
Foundation (instrumentation).
Possible Future Funding Sources:
The Camille and Henry Dreyfus
Foundation, and The National In
stitutes of Health (NIH).
Project #3) Title: Second Genera
tion HIV-Protease Inhibitors
Summary: Inhibition of the pro
tease of HIV has emerged as a ma
jor target in the treatment of AIDS.
This research will prepare second
generation heterocyclic derivatives
of dihydroxy dipeptide isosteres
which will be explored as protease
inhibitors. These compounds will
be tested for activity against the
HIV virus.
Possible Future Funding Sources:
The American Foundation for
AIDS Research (AmFAR), The
National Institutes of Health (NIH),
and The National Science Founda
tion (NSF).

From: Dr. Sabitra S. Brush,
Assistant Professor (Chem.) 8/ 22/97
I have been teaching general
chemistry, nursing chemistry and
science education classes at AASU
since Fall 1993. Ever since that
time, scheduling has been very
tight for both laboratory as well as
lecture classes. My science educa
tion graduate and undergraduate
classes are always scheduled in the
Fine Arts Department where I have
no science laboratory, resource
books, equipment or technology fa
cilities. It is very difficult to teach
7-12 science teachers how to teach
science in a hands-on, minds-on
manner when the instructor's only
tools are a stick of chalk and a chalk
board.
As our graduate program gains
momentum it is going to be increas
ingly more important to have a sci
ence education classroom fully
equipped with laboratory as well as
technology facilities and a storage
area for meeting the needs of these
preservice as well as inservice
teachers. Scheduling classes in the
technology teaching lab in Victor
is very difficult because they also
serve a large volume of students
and faculty in the Education depart
ment.
I have been the recipient of
several grants for various levels of
K-12 science teacher training over
the years. During this past summer
I developed and taught two courses
through external funding:
i) Eisenhower Higher Education
Initiative in Science & Mathemat
ics: Sciences Issues and Technol
ogy Workshop for 7-12 Science
Teachers, SED 729 ($13,515.00).
ii) Savannah-Chatham County Pub
lic Schools: Science Workshop for
Elementary Teachers ($7,122.00).
Scheduling of both these sum
mer programs was a literal night
mare. I had to spend hours on the
telephone calling various people
trying to get a room for my classes
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and it was always the same an no secure room available to store
swer "We are sorry, but there is this valuable equipment, and now it
no room available." As a result resides in a classroom where it is not
the workshop CHE 697 "Elemen readily accessible for use. The el
tary Science Teachers' Workshop" evator is also unsuitable for use by
had to be scheduled from June 5 to handicapped students, and one of
July 18 (an overlap with the end of my chemistry students who was in
spring quarter and before summer a wheelchair had difficulty getting
classes began) in order to be able to the second floor laboratory with
to use the chemistry laboratory fa out additional assistance.
cilities. The 20 elementary teach
In my role as Outreach Coor
ers were crammed into a tiny class dinator in the Department of Chem
room Solms 206 for pre- and istry and Physics we have been able
postlab instructions that lasted at to reach thousands of K-12 student
least two hours each day for ten sin public as well as private schools
days. The second Summer work in Chatham and surrounding coun
shop "Science Issues and Technol ties. This year our program was
ogy" was eventually scheduled into very fortunate to be awarded $4,000
the President's Board Room since in funds from the Union Camp Cor
nothing else was available on cam poration. However, in spite of the
pus.
strong outreach program that we
For the Fall quarter I have been maintain within the community we
awarded $7,800 by the Savannah- have very limited facilities avail
Chatham County Public School able for visiting students and fac
System to develop and teach a five ulty. Visitors are often times
credit hour graduate course at crammed into tiny classrooms for
AASU "Chemistry for Integrated science demonstrations which is
Science" and most of the partici not only inconvenient but limits the
pants are students from my summer presenter in what can be safely per
workshops who have become so formed in such a small space with
excited about chemistry that they out necessary equipment. Many
want to learn more. This is a tre requests from area schools also
mendous achievement because have to be turned down because
teachers find it very difficult to of a lack of room space. Having
commit themselves for five hours the use of a large lecture hall with
one night per week since they are proper science and technology
all so very busy during the school equipment will greatly alleviate
year. But again when the applause this problem.
dies down we have to sit and won
The announcement of funds
der where are we going to house these for a new science building came
additional students, and how we are during my workshops and as I
going to accommodate them in the watched the media whizz in and out
already overbooked laboratories.
of may classroom hastily speaking
Last year I was successful in to a few students, and I wondered
obtaining funds through the Re if the real story of what a nightmare
gents' Connecting Teachers and it has been for the science faculty
Technology program, and bought a here to operate effectively at AASU
multimedia cart for use in general would be told on the news that
chemistry as well as science edu night. Maybe it was all lost in the
cation classes. Moving the cart has frenzy that followed the announce
been very difficult because of un ment, but I think the Board of Re
suitable elevator facilities in Solms, gents needs to be complemented
and the cart was soon damaged and for recognizing our woes, and for
had to be repaired. There has been doing something positive about it.
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KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 R eindeer
herder,
perhaps
5 Tucker's
partner
8 Counter
feit
12 Finished
13 Caviar
14 Angelic
emanation
15 Tennis
stroke
17 Con
18 Now and
then?
19 Summer
shoe
21 Print-shop
supply
24 Network
25 Pokes
28 Lotion
additive
30 Erstwhile
acom
33 "— not
choose
to run?
34 Reduce
to powder
35 Flamenco
cheer
36 Low
37 Formerly
38 Epidermis
39 One of the
Maunas
41 Noble rank
43 Prized
posses
sions
46 Lively
dance
50 Stench
51 Absinthe
ingredient
54 Farming:
prefix
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55 Rushmore
figure
56 Ferber or
Millay
57 District,
in ancient
Anica
58 Blend
59 Stationer's
quantity

DOWN
1 Ha y there
2 Acknowl
edge
3 Gilpin of
"Frasier"
4 Summary
5 Lingerie
purchase
6 Charged
bit
7 Hotel
furniture
8 Classic
movie
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Western
9 Manual
10 Neighbor
of B.C.
11 D rudge
. 16 Coop
denizen
20 Over
whelmed,
in a way
22 Richard
of "Home
Improve
ment"
23 Golf goof
25 Comical
Carrey
26 Fuss
27 Constant
reader
29 "Every —
winner!"
31 Ring
legend
32 Barbie's
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beau
34 Target
38 At an
easier
pace
40 Spooky
42 Turntable
stat.
43 "Grapes
of Wrath"
surname
44 Advantage
45 Made like
a fish
47 Source of
wealth
48 Hawaiian
resort area
49 Leading
man
52 Sapporo
sash
53 King, to
Caesar

Note of Interest: The late Diana,
Princess of Wales, who was a tireless
supporter of women and children's
causes around the world, worked for
over a year cleaning houses in
London before she was hired as a
kindergarten teacher's assistant. "I
was sadly lacking in many skills that
might have gotten me better jobs,"
she said, "but at least 1 c ould work
with children and that was always a
joy."
© 1997 King Features Synd.. Inc.
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Your Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) It's
a good week for rest and relaxation.
Plan an enjoyable outing with family
and friends. The next few weeks
promise to be hectic, so take advan
tage of this quiet time.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
Someone close to you is being a bit of
a braggart. Focus on your goals and
set about achieving them quietly. This
weekend, catch up on your reading.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Be
careful of rushing into early behindthe-scenes financial ventures. Consult
with your significant other first, or
you risk missing helpful insight into
the situation.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) An
early start this week helps you
tremendously. Bigwigs on the job are
impressed with your enthusiasm.
Ultimately, you are rewarded finan
cially.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Be
wary of taking advice you didn't
solicit. You are capable enough to
make the correct decision. Others
could be misleading you without
even realizing it.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Plan to add new fixtures or a paint
job to your home. It's a good week to
join a club or group activity. You are
charismatic and at the forefront.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) Make a long-overdue phone call
to a neglected friend. You're blessed
with wonderful charm and insight
that lifts your spirits tremendously.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) Keep your temper at
bay, especially in the early part of the
week. Doing so helps you be more

productive. Those around you a ®
impressed with how articulate J®
can be.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22»'
December 21) Take inventory !
home, and make sure you are p ((
pared for all potential emergencies.
Take safety precautions, and be sure
family members know what to do.'
cultural pursuit is satisfying #
weekend.
CAPRICORN (December 22»'
January 19) A minor confront^01
could be in store on the home fron'
However, by week's end, all wo# ,
out. Traveling for business purpose
is not a good idea.
AQUARIUS (January 20 lf
February 18) You'll be receiving1,
surprising invitation for a very exclu
sive affair soon. Be sure to clear uf
your schedule to attend this ev efl'
Finances are looking up.
PISCES (February 19 to Ma®
20) You and a business partner coul
be at odds over an important decisi"11.
It's best to listen to new ideas. Put1 .
any expansion endeavors.
© 1997 King Features Synd., Inc

